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ABSTRACT

Littrell, Carl, P. M.S.E., Purdue University, August 2014. Processing Properties of
Genetically Modified Fruit Pectin. Major Professor: Osvaldo Campanella.
Pectin is an important polymer used in the food industry as a thickening and
gelling agent. Though pectin is ubiquitous in plants, chemical and structural
differences among pectin molecules prevent most from being viable for industrial
use. Enzymes found naturally in fruit cell walls during the ripening process impair
many desirable attributes of fruit pectins, rendering them unsuitable for industrial
applications. Pectin methylesterase (PME) is one such enzyme whose
expression can be altered during ripening through the use of recombinant genetic
engineering. Reduction in levels of PME results in increased degree of
methylation and molecular size of pectin, greatly increasing the favorable quality
attributes of processed tomato products, primarily viscosity. Reduction in PME
activity also alleviates calcium deficiency-related disorders such as blossom end
rot, generating savings from greater harvest yields. We hypothesize that an
optimum level of PME activity exists such that the processing attributes and
quality characteristics of tomato fruit pectins are optimized for industrially viable
use. Steady-state shear ramps were performed to discern differences in rheology
between prepared tomato samples of varying PME activity and ripeness stage,

xiv
for whole tomato juice, separated juice serum, and tomato juice solids
reconstituted with both water and tomato serum. Our results show that a
reduction in PME activity greatly increases the final viscosity of prepared tomato
samples, and the maturation process decreases overall viscosity through the
degradation and demethylation pf plant cell walls and pectins. The difference in
viscosity for juice was more distinct than that for serum, indicating the importance
of PME activity on the fruit cell wall and water-insoluble pectins. Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra and Gas Chromatography (GC) both
indicated the presence of galacturonic acid residues in tomato serum, and NMR
showed that these galacturonic acid residues are indeed from pectin.
Furthermore, NMR spectra confirmed the effectiveness in down-regulating PME
and its impact on the degree of methylation of serum pectins, confirming with
rheological measurements that increased DM of pectin yields higher viscosity
products. Practical application of this information will prove valuable in
understanding the effect of genetically regulating enzyme activity in vivo and
determining the optimal level of PME for creating tomato products with desirable
quality attributes. Furthermore, the present work seeks to use tomato pectin as a
model system for elucidating information regarding the relationship between
genetic alterations of pectin and the effect on its chemical structure which affects
the physical and functional attributes.

1

CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1

Introduction

Pectins are a particular class of complex polysaccharides with applications
found widely in the food, pharmaceutical, and chemical industries. They are part
of a broad class of polysaccharide but are defined largely by the presence of a
galacturonic acid backbone, and can contain a wide variety of neutral sugars and
substitution chains. Pectin is especially important to the food industry for its
ability to thicken solutions as well as forming a self-supportive gel when present
in the proper conditions.
To be deemed viable for industrial use as a thickening or gelling agent in
foods, a particular pectin polysaccharide must have specific chemical and
physical attributes. Though generally pectins are present in all higher-order
plants, currently only pectins derived from citrus peel or apple pomace have been
found viable for industrial use. With a large industrial demand and the potential
for market growth because of the ever-increasing consumer interest for lowcalorie and low-fat products, alternative sources of industrially-viable pectin are
desired.
Recent in vivo techniques using recombinant genetic engineering in
tomato fruits have shown potential for creating “designer pectins” through
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controlled manipulation of the pectin molecular structure. Successful
implementation of such technology would prove highly beneficial to fulfilling the
pectin supply gap through the creation of industrially-viable pectin polymers, as
well as providing insight into the complex chemical structure of pectin and it’s
role in the developmental cycle of tomato fruits. This form of genetic engineering
technology also appears promising for the tomato processing industry for
increasing product yield and creating novel techniques for new product
formulation and processing.

1.2

Pectin Chemistry

Pectins are naturally found in the intercellular layer and middle lamella of
cell walls of higher plants and function as both a hydrating agent and a
cementing material1. The strength of the plant cell wall is dependent on the
orientation, mechanical properties, and1 interactions between pectic substances
and cellulosic fibers as well as hemicellulose. Though only one of the many
components within the plant cell wall structure, pectin functions within plants as a
major contributor to firmness and structure2.
The chemical structure of pectin has been the subject of scientific
investigations for decades and is still being elucidated. Determining the complex
structure of pectin is crucial to accurately and predictably understanding pectin’s
role in plant development, fruit ripening, industry applications, and also as a
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nutritional fiber3. Pectins are both polydisperse and polymolecular, which mean
they vary in molecular weight and chemical structure, respectively. The structure
of pectin varies with the source, location found within the plant, conditions of
extraction, and environmental factors during plant growth. There exists three
domains thought to be present in all pectin molecules, and these are
homogalacturonan (HGA), rhamnogalacturonan-I (RGI), and
rhamnogalacturonan-II (RGII)4 (Fig.1.1).

GalA
Rha
Gal
Ara
Other sugar

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of the overall structure of pectin, displaying HG,
RGI, and RGII regions, with sugar residues noted in legend: Galacturonic acid
(orange), rhamnose (black), galactose (blue), arabinose (yellow), and other sugar
(green). Adapted from Willats, 20015.
These three domains are believed to form a cohesive network via covalent
linkages present throughout the cell wall matrix and also the middle lamella5.
HGA is a linear homopolymer of (1→4)α-linked D-galacturonic acid believed to
contain 100-200 GalA residues6. Some of the carboxyl groups of HGA are methyl
esterified, and may also be O-acetylated at C-2 of C-3 (Fig.1.1)7, 8. Specifically,
citrus pectin used industrially is believed to contain both a predominant region of
HGA with 60-70% of GalA residues methyl esterified as well as a less prevalent
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region of RGI with a backbone of GalA-Rha disaccharide repeating unit and
neutral sugar side chains9. Methyl esterification of HGA results in the capability of
HGA to be cross-linked by calcium ions to form self-supporting gels.

Figure 1.2. The primary structure of HGA, a linear polymer of (1→4)α-linked Dgalacturonic acid, with arrows indicating location of methyl esterified and Oacetylated carboxyl groups. Used with permission from Ridley, 200110.
RGI is an acidic pectin domain consisting of as many as 100 repeat units
of the disaccharide (1→2)α-L-rhamnose-(1→4)α-D-galacturonic acid, with the
backbone residues potentially O-acetylated at C-2 or C-3 (Fig.1.3)4, 11, 12. RGI is
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thought to be glycosidically linked to HGA. RGI is highly variable in terms of both
its occurrence within cell walls and specific chemical structure. A large proportion
of rhamnose residues (20-80%) have been observed to be substituted at C-4
with side chains of neutral sugar residues varying in size from a single glycosyl
residue to 50 or more residues4, 12. The GalA residues are typically not
substituted, though a previous study has shown that a single β-D-Glucuronic acid
residue is linked at C-3 to about 2% of the GalA residues in the backbone of RGI
from sugar beet13. Evidence that RGI contains methyl esterified residues is
inconclusive, though a previous study observed that an enriched wall fraction
from flax similar to RGI contained methyl esters14

Figure 1.3. Structural features of RGI, consisting of the disaccharide repeating
backbone of (1→2)α-L-rhamnose-(1→4)α-D-galacturonic acid, with branched
and linear oligosaccharides noted. Used with permission from Ridley, 200110.

6
Though named similarly to RGI, RGII is a branched pectic domain
containing a HGA backbone of (1→4)α-linked D-galacturonic acid which bears
little similarity to RGI. RGII is a conserved and widespread domain within cell
walls that is isolated by cleavage from the native enzyme polygalacturonase
(PGA), indicating covalent linkage to HGA. Previous studies indicate that RGII is
prevalent in all higher cell walls studied to date, though may be absent in the
middle lamella4, 15. The backbone of RGII consists of (1→4)α-linked GalA
residues substituted by 4 consistent heteropolymeric side chains which contain
11 different sugars, notably 2-keto-3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid (KDO)
(Fig.1.4)16.RGII is a dimer of two apiosyl residues cross-linked by a borate ester,
linked between the OH-2 and OH-3 of the 3’ linked apiosyl residues, formed in a
self-assembly process in the absence of a catalytic protein (Fig.1.5)16. In contrast
to HGA and RGI, RGII appears to be the only pectic domain which does not
exhibit a large degree of structural diversity. RGII is believed to have a distinct
structural role due to the evidence of its widespread occurrence, structural
conservation, and resistance to both PME and PG17.

7

Figure 1.4. The primary structure of RGII, identifying the four heteropolymeric
side chains (A,B,C, and D). The locations of the side chains on the backbone
with respect to one another have not been established conclusively, indicated by
“?”. Used with permission from Ridley, 200110.

Figure 1.5. Diagram of the borate ester that cross-links two monomeric units of
RGII, formed between the OH-2 and OH-3 of the 3’ linked apiosyl residues. “R”
represents the oilgoclycose linked to the 3’ of the apiosyl residue. Used with
permission from Ridley, 200110.
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Work analyzing the conformational arrangement of each pectic domain is
yet to be completed, though HGA is the most understood domain and has been
shown to be extended yet flexible in the solid and gel state18-20. The application
of exo- and endoglycanases and endolysas that fragment HGA and RGI have
provided insight into the structure of these pectic domains, and these enzymes
have primarily been isolated from bacterial and fungal sources21, 22.
Pectins are referred to as “block polymers” due to their structure being
formed by building-block type units of linear HGA chains, which are interrupted
and bent by branched rhamnosyl (RGI and RGII) units frequently carrying side
chains. The rhamnosyl insertions are primarily responsible for limiting gelation
due to the “kink” that is added to the linear backbone chain, causing hindrance of
junction zone formation23. The alternating regions of linear HGA and branched
rhamnogalacturonan insertions are known as “smooth” and “hairy” regions,
respectively. Previous work utilizing antibodies to make observations on these
regions indicated that the proportions of HGA, RGI, and RGII vary within
particular regions of the pectin network24.
The body of literature surrounding pectin is certain only in the notion that
pectin is multifunctional within and between plant cell walls. Specifically, pectin is
believed to have distinct roles during cell wall deposition, assembly, and cell
expansion5, 25. Previous work has also shown that pectin plays a crucial role in
the formation of synthetic composites that in turn have impact on the mechanical
properties of cell walls. Once formed, the pectin can be removed from these
synthetic composites while maintaining specific mechanical properties26. The
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pectic network also plays an important role in the middle lamella for facilitating
intercellular adhesion27.

1.2.1 Function
The firming ability of pectin in tissues is contributed to two separate
phenomena. In fresh plant tissue, the formation of free carboxyl groups increases
the possibility of calcium binding between pectin polymers, and in heated tissue,
the firming ability of pectin is attributed to the combination of increased calcium
binding and decreased susceptibility of the pectin to depolymerization by βelimination28, 29. The abundance and function of pectin within plants is dependent
on the stage of maturation, however the mechanism of pectin development within
the plant cell during maturation is not completely understood. The softening of
plant tissue during ripening is attributed to solubilization and enzymatic
degradation of the protopectin, the precursor to the mature pectin polymer30, 31.
Textural changes are conceptually understood to occur due to pectins found
within the cell wall being hydrolyzed by polygalacturonases32. These changes are
important considerations in the quality aspects of fruit and vegetable products.
Pectin, as an industrially-viable ingredient among food and
pharmaceuticals, has a range of quantifying properties, including molecular
weight (MW), degree of methylation (DM), solubility, presence of neutral sugar
residues, and degree of esterification (DE). The molecular weight of pectin is
drastically impacted by the presence of pectolytic enzymes naturally present in
plant cells33, 34. The primary pectolytic enzymes of interest are polygalacturonase
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(PG), pectin methylesterase (PME), and β-galactosidase (Bgal), though it should
be noted that these only represent a small portion of the total number of enzymes
believed to play a role in the structural chemistry of pectins5. Briefly,
polygalacturonase is a depolymerizing enzyme, and pectin methylesterase is a
deesterifying enzyme. Bgal is the enzyme responsible for the loss of neutral
sugars along the rhamnosyl chains35. PME catalyzes the deesterification of
pectin in order to form carboxylated pectin and in doing so releases methanol
and a proton36, 37. Since demethoxylated pectins are better substrates for PG it is
proposed that PME plays a role in fruit softening by increasing the in vivo
susceptibility of pectin to the action of PG38. The presence of neutral sugar
residues, such as galactose and rabinose, within the pectin side chains is
attributed to decreased susceptibility of pectin to PG and PME by making the
galacturonic acid backbone less accessible to these enzymes. During pectin
synthesis, it is suggested that carboxyl groups are highly methylesterified but the
esters are later cleaved by PME present in the cell wall. Reduction in PME and
PG in tomato fruits results in pectin with higher molecular weight and higher DM33,
34, 39

.
The ability of pectin to form a gel, which is its most unique and industrially-

relevant characteristic, is dependent on the molecular size of pectin, DM,
presence of Ca2+ cations, concentration of solute (especially of sugar), and is
limited to a select few sources (i.e. citrus peel and apple pomace). A gel is
characterized by the formation of a continuous three-dimensional network of
cross-linked polymers. An aqueous gel consists of: (1) junction zones where
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polymer molecules are joined, (2) interjunction segments that are relatively
mobile, and (3) water entrapped in the polymer network40. Junction zones may
be caused by a variety of interactions, notably single covalent bonds or hydrogen
bonds coupled with hydrophobic interactions between two polymer chains
running alongside each other3. Not only is the ability of a gel to trap water
dependent on the formation of stable intermolecular junction zones, but the
interactions between polymer chains must be limited in such a way as to prevent
an insoluble precipitate from forming. From a thermodynamic perspective
gelation is naturally an unfavorable event since it is causing a random,
disordered state to move to a more orderly, structured state. In this regard,
gelation is the transition of the pectin polymers to move from their higher entropic
state to a lower one, which is converse to the second law of thermodynamics. An
“entropic hurdle” therefore exists such that the polymer network must overcome
this barrier before gelation can occur. A sufficient amount of intermolecular
interaction present between pectin polymers is able to overcome this hurdle,
allowing gelation to occur23. The overall characteristics of the gel, including the
mechanical properties and water-carrying capacity, can be altered through
modifications to the DP, DM, and chemical functionality of the pectin chain,
including the presence of neutral sugars, acetylation, and cross-linking of pectin
molecules41.
Pectin is often classified by its degree of methylation as either Low
Methoxyl (LM) or High Methoxyl (HM), corresponding to a DM of either less than
50% or greater than 50%, respectively. This classification corresponds to two
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different gelation mechanisms and resulting gel types. Low methoxyl pectin forms
calcium gels, which are dependent on the presence of Ca2+ cations for formation.
The calcium cation acts as the bridge linking two carboxyl groups on adjoining
pectin molecules. This interaction is characterized by the “egg box” model which
is commonly used to describe cation binding among various gums and
hydrocolloids23. An increase in the number of reactive carboxyl groups that are
able to participate in forming salt linkages will lend to a higher chance that the
bridge will be formed. Molecules with an increased number of charged groups
and lower DM are more linear, are able lie more closely together, and are
therefore more likely to form Ca2+ bridges19, 42. Because of the important gelling
characteristic of pectin in the presence of calcium ions, both experimental and
theoretical studies have been performed to explore this phenomenon. By analogy
with the polygalacturonate component of alginate, the “egg-box” model forming
junction zones within the gel appears to fit suitably well (Fig.1.6)43. However,
even this model has been disputed, which is consistent with the currently
incomplete understanding of pectin44.
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Figure 1.6. Representative diagram of the “egg-box” model describing LM pectin
gelation. (a) a single “egg-box” dimer, (b) aggregation of “egg-box” dimers, (c)
individual segment view of pectin-calcium interaction, which forms the basis for
formation of junction zones. Used with permission from Axelos, 199123
High methoxyl pectins form acid gels through a significantly different
pathway than LM pectin. Acid gels are named according to the necessity for an
acidic environment with pH generally below 3.6. Acid gels also require the
presence of an adequate concentration of a cosolute, frequently sucrose in
excess of 55% concentration by weight45. The function of sugar in HM pectin
gelation is to stabilize junction zones by promoting hydrophobic interactions
between methyl ester groups and suppression of coulombic repulsion between
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chains by protonation of the carboxylate groups (Fig.1.7)18, 46. Significant
hydrogen bonding as facilitated by a low pH environment is necessary for
gelation since only a small amount of relatively weak hydrogen bonding would
not make the junction zones stabilized past the entropic gelation hurdle11, 18.

Figure 1.7. Representative display of the junction zone formed in HM pectin gels.
Dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions between
methyl ester groups indicated by filled circles. Used with permission from
Oakenfull, 199111.
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1.2.2 Sources
Despite the ubiquitous presence of pectin among higher plants, sources
for industrially-viable pectins for commercial manufacture are very limited.
Currently apple pomace and orange peel are the two most important sources of
commercially-acceptable pectin. These sources produce slightly different pectins,
which make each one more or less suitable for specific applications. Citrus peel
contains significant amounts of native PME, requiring immediate pectin extraction
from the raw material in order to maintain quality and yield. Apple pomace is
difficult to process unless it has been dried and stored for a period of time. Also,
in certain varieties of apple, the juice requires enzyme treatment for proper
removal of usable pectin, and this treatment significantly damages and lowers
the quality of the pectin available for extraction. A variety of other sources,
notably sugar beet and sunflower seed heads, have also been considered as
sources for commercially-viable pectin, though they too have their
disadvantages47.

1.2.3 Applications
Pectin is used in a wide range of applications in food, pharmaceuticals,
and other industries. In the food industry, pectin is used in jams, jellies, preserves,
confectionary products, and has in recent years had increased attention due to
its fat-mimetic capabilities as an edible fiber. The thickening and gel-forming
capabilities of pectin have also recently proven very valuable among food
producers who are creating low-calorie and low-fat products to meet the
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increasing consumer demand for such products, due to its function in retaining
desirable mouthfeel properties. Pharmaceutical uses for pectin include
influencing cholesterol levels in blood, as a natural prophylactic substance
against toxic cation poisoning, and for use as an effective method in removing
lead and mercury from the gastrointestinal tract48, 49. Pectin is also used as a
stabilizer for oil and water emulsions, in biodegradable films, and as a sizing
agent for paper and textiles50. Due to the high demand of pectin for its use in this
wide range of applications and the limited sources of commercially-viable pectin,
other sources or modifications of existing pectin sources are desired to meet the
global demand.

1.3

Tomato as a Pectin Source

One such pectin source which has been studied extensively is the tomato
fruit. Pectin from tomato fruit function as a cementing and hydrating agent,
especially concentrated in the middle lamella51-53. Due to the extremely large
volume and demand for tomato-based products, there has been a proportionate
amount of research performed regarding tomato processing and its effect on both
the physical and chemical attributes of the tomato product. It is generally
accepted that the textural properties of tomato products is a crucial factor in
ensuring product acceptability. Therefore, the ability to measure, control,
optimize, and predictably alter these properties is of considerable interest to the
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tomato industry54-56. Both sensory and qualitative tests to measure textural
attributes are typically employed to define and determine such properties and are
most effective when used in conjunction with one another57.

1.3.1 Effect of Processing on Tomato Product Consistency
One of the primary methods for determining textural properties of tomato
products, and foods in general for that matter is rheology. Rheology is defined as
the study of deformation and flow of matter or the response of a material to
stress58. Rheological tests performed on tomato paste suspensions showed that
tomato paste is best described as having a yield stress with Newtonian behavior
(linear relationship between shear stress and shear rate) exhibited immediately
after the yield stress has been reached and then transitioning to pseudoplastic
(shear-thinning) flow at higher shear rates59. When these same experiments
were performed on tomato paste suspensions after homogenization the viscosity
was shown to be more readily influenced by changes in shear rate for highly
concentrated suspensions. This change was attributed to alterations in the shape
and orientation of individual tomato particles and provides evidence for the case
that the tomato solids play a crucial role in the overall product consistency.
Furthermore, the effect of concentration on non-homogenized tomato products
was also shown to affect apparent viscosity values, noting that suspensions
prepared from 30 ºBrix concentrate had apparent viscosity values much lower
than suspensions prepared from 4.9 ºBrix concentrate60. This result was
consistent with previous findings related to the effect of concentration on
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viscosity and is not yet fully understood61. Though the dessication of the water
insoluble fraction was proposed as a possible explanation for the changes in
consistency, the impact of the degree of esterification of the solubilized pectin
fragments appears to be a more promising explanation for this phenomenon60, 61.
The particle size of tomato concentrate and juice has also been extensively
studied and shown to greatly impact the rheological properties of the tomato
product, specifically noting that larger particle sizes of particulate lend to
increasing viscosity of the product62-64. This is consistent with the definition of
viscosity being understood as the internal friction of a fluid, since larger particles
would encompass a greater volumetric area and therefore be more likely to
collide and prevent one another from moving past each other.
Traditional homogenization is standard procedure to industrial ketchup
production and typically consists of forcing unfinished ketchup through a
microscopic opening, thereby creating highly turbulent flow and shear. The result
of homogenization is disintegration and dispersion of tomato solids throughout
the ketchup, resulting in a glossy and smooth final product59, 65, 66. A more
recently developed technique known as microfluidization is a novel approach to
homogenization in which the fluid is forced into two separate microstreams which
then collide with each other at very high speeds, resulting in both extremely high
shear rates as well as large impact forces that cause fine particulate formation67.
Aside from establishing microfluidics as a novel and effective technique for
effective ketchup homogenization, this work also gave strong evidence that the
particle size of tomato solids drastically impacts the final product consistency.
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Further, pressurized homogenization of tomato juice at both room and elevated
temperatures showed that the final product viscosity is increased and the amount
of serum separation is decreased with increasing homogenization pressure65.
This is reportedly due to the change in cell wall particulate configuration within
the product, noting that homogenization increases the linearity of particulate
matter and reduces the particle size68, 69. It is also worthwhile to mention that the
source of the fruit from which the particulate derives has a noticeable effect on
the particle size70, 71.
Previous work has demonstrated that the various constituents of tomato
products yield a range of degrees of impact to the product consistency and
texture. The high molecular weight polymers present in tomato products, notably
pectin, have been consistently shown to be the greatest contributing factor to
overall product consistency72, 73. Though the water-soluble solids were shown to
slightly affect product viscosity, the insoluble solids were far more important to
overall product consistency. Further, the Herschel-Bulkley model fit the shear
stress vs. shear rate relationship accurately, consistent with previous work which
showed the pseudoplastic behavior of tomato products with a yield stress74. The
absence of insoluble solids in the tomato sera yields a strictly Newtonian
behavior among all shear rates, which is again consistent with the notion that the
pulp content is the greatest contributor to product consistency75.
The industrial process of concentrating raw tomato juice via high
temperature thermal treatment is important to the tomato industry to allow for
preservation and long-term storage of fresh fruit, however this process is known
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to cause a significant loss in product viscosity76. The cause of this loss in
viscosity is yet to be completely determined, though depolymerization and
conformational changes in the pectin polymers have both been hypothesized as
the cause of this change77, 78. Also, the proportion of pectin that is water soluble
has been proposed to also contribute to changes in product consistency76. It is of
consequence to note as well that when concentrated tomato products undergo
reconstitution with water to the same solids content as the initial product, the
reconstituted product viscosity is lower than that of the original pre-concentration
tomato juice, though this phenomenon is yet to be understood79-81. When
investigating the effect of pH on serum viscosity, the final viscosity values were
shown to degrade more quickly at lower pH than products at higher pH. The
holding time and temperature was shown to more significantly impact product
consistency, noting that higher temperatures and longer holding times drastically
lowered product viscosity82, 83. Mechanical treatment applied via shearing of
tomato juice showed that the pulp network was disrupted in such a way as to
cause an irreversible loss in viscosity. The author of this studied concluded
therefore that tomato juice, and consequently other tomato products, should be
regarded as a weak gel formed from the pulp network due to its irreversible
shearing behavior84. These findings are consistent with the notion that the pectin
polymers play an important role in product texture when one considers the
natural role of pectin within the tomato fruit as a cell cementing agent.
The ripening process of tomato fruits with regard to its significance on
pectin production has also been studied extensively, but due to the complex
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nature of both the pectin structure as well as the biosynthetic pathway within the
plant there is still much to be learned in this area10, 32, 85. The biosynthesis of
pectin has proven a challenging task to the scientific community, both because of
the diverse and complex structure of the pectin polymer as well as the suggested
activity of at least 53 various enzymes involved in the biosynthesis pathway86.
Currently the consensus regarding primary plant cell walls is that they are fibrous
composites of cellulose microfibrils tethered together by cross-linking glycans25, 87,
88

. Further, this load-bearing cellulose network is thought to be embedded in a

more soluble matrix of polysaccharides in which pectin is the most abundant5.
The pectin matrix provides the proper environment for the extension and slippage
of the cellulosic-glycan network, is involved in cell wall porosity, and is the
primary adhesive material between cells5. Studies utilizing specific antibodies to
recognize particular motifs within the pectin structure and analyze the localization
and structure of pectin in planta have shown evidence that pectin plays an
important role in plant cell growth and development. The presence of a pectin
sheath on the primary cell walls of developing fibers is correlated with the ability
of epidermal cells to differentiate into elongational fiber cells89. However, even
this observation does not fully elucidate the role of the pectin-rich layer in cell
elongation as this behavior is not true in other plant types90-92.
The distribution of various pectin structures identified with antibodies has
been reported to vary widely between different plants including tomato93-95.
However, when taken together these studies lead to the conclusion that esterified
HGA is typically present throughout the cell wall whereas unesterified HGA is
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present in the middle lamella, cell wall corners, and around air spaces in cell
walls10. Though immunolabeling studies such as these are helpful in elucidating
the role and presence of pectic structures within cell walls, the interpretation of
these results are subject to scrutiny and should not be considered conclusive due
to the limitations of the approach itself. The availability and use of cell wall
mutants is also a promising technique that has assisted greatly in understanding
the distribution and structure of pectin in planta, though the understanding of the
biological function of these pectins leaves much to be realized10.

1.3.2 Rheological Models
The study of rheology involves quantitative observations of the response
of a material to stress to describe the rheological behavior. Observations of the
rheological behavior of a material are valuable for understanding specific
characteristics of the material but are limited in scope. Rheological modeling
gives a greater depth of understanding of a material’s response to stress and
may serve as a predictive instrument for understanding the material’s response
under conditions outside those used in the study. An extensive amount of
research has been performed and is ongoing in the pursuit of creating models
which adequately describe rheological behavior, though this has proven to be a
daunting task.
The simplest rheological model is the Newtonian model, in which a
material obeys a linear relationship between stress (σ) and strain (γ). In this
model, the flow behavior of the material is fully characterized by a single
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parameter, known as Newtonian viscosity constant (µ). Most fluid biological
materials including foods do not follow this model and require additional
parameters to fully describe its flow behavior. Apparent viscosity (η) is the ratio of
shear stress to shear rate and is often used as a primary characteristic
parameter for these materials. Rheological models for non-Newtonian materials
are categorized based on their time-dependency and elasticity. An important
group of time independent models relevant to tomato products are pseudoplastic
(shear-thinning) fluids, in which the apparent viscosity decreases with increasing
shear rate. The logarithmic plot of shear stress vs. shear rate for these materials
is often linear. The simple empirical relationship formerly known as the Ostwaldde Waele-Nutting model, more commonly known as the power-law model, has
been shown to fit this relationship well. The power-law model requires two
parameters to fully characterize the flow behavior of a material: the consistency
index (K) and the flow behavior index (n). The power-law model may be used to
express shear stress as a function of shear rate, K, and n (Eq.1), or it may be
used to derive an expression for apparent viscosity as a function of these same
parameters (Eq.2).
(1)
(2)
The consistency index varies widely due to changes in processing and
material properties such as solid content, temperature, and pH, as well as the
type of material. The flow behavior index measures the departure of the material
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from Newtonian behavior, gives an indication of the susceptibility of a material on
effects of changing shear rate, and is less than 1 for pseudoplastic materials,
indicating a decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate. The power-law
model may also be extended to include a yield stress coefficient (σ0), which is the
minimum stress required to cause a material to flow (Eq.3)
(3)
Processed tomato products have been shown to fit the power-law model
well in most situations. Tomato paste exhibits pseudoplastic behavior with a yield
stress while tomato juice does not contain a yield stress. The difference is most
commonly attributed to the high solids content of paste causing an increase in
resistance to force due to the higher concentration of solid-like particles than
juice, though tomato juice could be considered to have a yield stress that is low
enough to be regarded as negligible.

1.3.3 Hot and Cold Break
Industrial processing of tomato products involves a heat treatment step,
known as the “breaking stage”. The breaking stage is considered crucial by the
tomato industry for creating products with favorable consistency attributes, and
the breaking stage effect on product consistency has been well studied but is yet
to be fully understood. The breaking stage is generally categorized into either
“hot break” or “cold break”, depending on the temperature and holding time
conditions. Hot break involves heating rapidly to a temperature between 82 ºC
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and 104 ºC before extraction, and cold break typically involves heating crushed
tomatoes to a temperature less than 65 ºC followed by a holding period between
a matter of seconds to minutes96, 97. Tomato products from hot break processing
are known for having higher viscosity than those from cold break conditions56, 63,
97-100

.
Understanding the complex mechanisms which occur during tomato

product processing has been a difficult endeavor and is presently left generally
unanswered, though a number of hypotheses exist. One of the most widely
believed hypotheses is that the temperature applied to tomato products affects
the solubilization and degradation of pectins due to its impact on the native
enzymes present in tomato fruit76, 77, 101, 102. In cold break processing, the
temperature and holding time combination is such that the native pectolytic
enzymes PME and PG are left intact and may even be stimulated into action.
However, in hot break products the temperature exceeds that which both
enzymes begin degradation and are therefore incapable of further modifications
to pectin within the finished product98, 99. The impact of the inactivation of PME
and PG has been shown to result in water-soluble pectins with a higher
proportion of GalA residues than those found in cold break products, and cold
break products contain a lower concentration of water-soluble pectins103. This
same study showed that the extracted pectins in hot break products are more
rod-like, whereas extracted pectins in cold break pectins retain a spherical
structure104. Another study showed that based on the rheological properties of
suspensions, pectin extracted from hot break tomato, as well as commercially-
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used citrus and apple pectins, were suggested to have random coil conformation,
while cold break tomato pectins exhibited behavior suggestive of a more rigid
conformation105. As mentioned before, this theory is still subject to further
investigation. One group showed that the sugar composition, size, and degree of
esterification of extracted pectins is unchanged between hot and cold break
products106. Another strongly held theory regarding the impact of processing,
especially the breaking stage, on tomato products is that the water-insoluble
particles contribute most significantly to product consistency and are impacted
during both thermal and mechanical treatments64, 71, 107, 108.

1.3.4 Role of Pectin Methlyesterase
Previous studies have indicated that PME may have a diverse and
complex role during growth and development of plants109, 110. HGA plays an
important role in participating in gel formation and cell wall stiffening and is
regulated largely by the action of pectin methylesterase. PME removes methylester groups from HGA, resulting in stretches of GalA residues capable of crosslinking through calcium bridges, and this process appears to be a regulated
process which does not occur uniformly throughout cell walls or tissues111. The
biosynthetic pathway of HGA and PME is still widely unknown. PME has been
proposed to have two different action patterns on HGA. The first action pattern is
a block-wise, single chain mechanism in which the PME enzyme removes
methyl-ester groups from contiguous GalA residues along the HGA backbone,
leaving relatively long stretches of deesterified residues112. Previous work has
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shown an estimation that 14 contiguous residues are necessary for the most
effective calcium cross-link formation between HGA chains40. The second action
mechanism of PME is believed to be non-block-wise and occurs instead through
the removal of a single or limited number of methyl-ester groups at a time
(Fig.1.8). This action sequence has been reported in PMEs produced by certain
plant pathogens113-115.

Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of the demetylesterification of pectins by PME.
Used with permission from Micheli, 2001116.

1.3.5 Transgenic Pectin
The role of PME in fruit development and pectin chemical structure has
been investigated by multiple research groups involving various plants, but the
successful application of antisense genetic technology in controlling PG and
PME activity in tomato has made it the model system which has attracted the
most attention among researchers. Through the purification and isolation of a
PME cDNA clone, PME activity was first detected in 10 day old tomato fruit and
increases until the turning stage of fruit ripening. The increase in PME protein
parallels the increase in PME activity, but while PME activity begins to decline
after the turning stage, PME protein continues to increase36. To gain further
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insight into the role of PME in fruit development and ripening, genetic
engineering was used to introduce a truncated PME gene in antisense
orientation into tomato, causing PME expression in the range of 7% to 40% of
the wild type Rutgers tomato33. Reduction in the fruit PME activity did not
interfere with the ripening process. Patterns of ethylene production, rate of
respiration, lycopene accumulation, and chlorophyll degradation in the transgenic
fruits were nearly identical to the wild type39. Reduction in PME did however
cause a significant increase in the degree of methylesterification of pectin,
especially during ripening33.
These results indicate that PME may play a role in depolymerization of
pectins during ripening by modifying the action of PG. Noting that the pattern and
degree of softening in fruits from both wild type and transgenic phenotypes were
similar suggests that reduced PME activity also has little effect on ripening
associated fruit softening117. However, when fruits were stored for 7 weeks, the
transgenic fruits exhibited loss of tissue integrity while the wild type fruits held
tissue cohesiveness. Despite an increase in size of polyuronides in transgenic
fruits compared to wild-type fruit, no increase in firmness of transgenic fruits was
observed, and the proposed explanation is that both the loss of bound Ca2+ and
the ability to form Ca2+ cross-bridges have negated any effects of reduced pectin
depolymerization on ripening associated softening. The loss of integrity in the
transgenic fruits is attributed to the presence and continued action of cell wall
hydroxylases, including PG. These results suggest that PME is involved in
maintaining fruit tissue integrity during ripening and senescence117.
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Modern tools of molecular genetics have shown to be a promising
endeavor for creating in vivo ‘designer’ pectins that have promising attributes for
commercial applications. When fruits from both wild-type and transgenic tomato
plants were processed by cold break, hot break, and microwaving, and the
quality attributes of the processed juice determined, the transgenic fruits
exhibited a significant improvement in various characteristics compared to the
wild type38, 118. Transgenic fruits contained higher levels of total and soluble
solids compared to the wild type. Although the mechanism for this increase is
unclear, it has been partially attributed to the highly esterified pectins of the
transgenic fruits not being bound to the cell wall117. Juice from transgenic fruits
also contained higher amounts of uronic acids, most likely due to reduced
binding of methoxylated pectins to cell walls, higher DM and higher MW of
pectins119. Because of the action of PME to demethoxylated pectin, the
susceptibility of these pectins to degradation by PG is increased52. Higher DM of
pectin reduces depolymerization by PG and results in a higher amount of pectin
with a greater MW. Transgenic fruits were shown to contain pectins that have 2040% higher DM and increased MW33, 120, 121. The small increase in pH of juice
from transgenic tomatoes is attributed to the decreased DM of transgenic pectin,
since decreased DM would mean an increase in carboxylic acid (–COOH) groups
available in solution to increase the pH83.
The method of processing also showed an effect on the amount and DM
of pectin present. Hot-break juice contained higher amounts of pectin with a
higher degree of methylation and greater MW compared to cold-break, which is
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expected due to the observation that pectin degrading enzymes are heat
inactivated in hot-break tomato products35. Though hot-break processing has
historically been the method of choice for reducing pectolytic enzyme activity, this
process is not ideal for overall product quality since heating the product causes
changes in texture, color, and flavor attributes. The cold-break process is more
favorable in terms of retaining the quality characteristics of fresh fruit but does
not reach an adequate point to deactivate the native enzymes, leading to pectin
degradation and viscosity loss. Results from the analysis of hot and cold-break
processing of transgenic fruits indicate that it is the action of the pectolytic
enzymes following homogenization and not necessarily the nature of the fruit
itself that is the major determinant of juice viscosity. This conclusion is further
supported by the observation that when the rheology of cold-break tomato
product was measured immediately following homogenization, the storage
modulus (G’) of juice antisense for PG was shown to quickly increase,
suggesting the formation of an elastic network35. Even so, the transgenic, coldbreak juice still showed higher DM and MW than both the wild type and hot-break
juice, indicating the effectiveness of genetic modification in improving the quality
attributes of pectin, specifically viscosity117. In vivo attempts at reducing levels of
PME prove to be promising as an effective method of improving viscosity of
tomato products without heat inactivation of pectolytic enzymes38.
The viscosity of processed tomato products, and in general products
containing pectin, is one of the primary considerations in determining commercial
usability. Reduced PME activity in transgenic fruits displayed a large increase in
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efflux viscosity, serum viscosity, and precipitate weight ratio (an indicator of
processing quality attributes)3, 122. Hot-break juice from transgenic lines had the
highest viscosity. Since viscosity is affected by the volume occupied by a
molecule and the extent of association in solution, both DM and MW will enhance
viscosity, which is in agreement with the observation that transgenic hot-break
juice had the highest viscosity. Ketchup prepared from transgenic tomato fruits
also showed similar results of increased viscosity and lowered serum separation,
most likely due to the added water-binding capacity from the increased
concentration of pectins.

1.4

Current Research Gap

The current and popular opinion among the scientific community regarding
the use of genetic engineering to create industrially-viable pectins and reduce
heat treatment of tomato products is favorable toward finding a solution to
meeting the industry’s demand for this highly-desired polysaccharide as well as
better understanding the role of PME in both fruit development and tomato
processing. However, more work is needed to fully elucidate the role of PME and
PG as well as the precise structural effects of PME and PG on pectin at various
stages in maturation. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of work
investigating this topic has been performed on either processed tomato products
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or industrially-extracted pectins, and the scientific community will be well served
from the investigation of pectin derived directly from fresh fruit.
The wide range in pectin structure among an equally diverse range of
pectin sources creates a daunting task for the scientific community. Unfortunately
much work in this arena has been suppressed due to the current climate among
consumers regarding genetically-modified ingredients and the uncertainty in
current legislation practices and regulatory requirements for food and
pharmaceutical ingredients. It appears that until consumers have been educated
on the benefits of genetically-modified organisms in general the successful
application of transgenic pectin will fail to be realized. Therefore, the food and
pharmaceutical industry would be well-served to put their efforts towards
education, awareness, and consumer acceptance of the use of genetic
engineering in food and pharmaceutical ingredients.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

Materials

Tomato plants of the Ohio 8245 cultivar123 were grown in a controlled
greenhouse environment at Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) during the
Spring of 2014. Transgenic plants with an antisense gene for PME were grown
along with the original wild type (OWT) cultivar. The transgenic plants were
labeled according to their PME activity (Table.2.1)36.
Table 2.1 Tomato Plant Genetic Line Naming
Genetic Line Name

PME Activity

212

12%

253

13%

264

21%

263

100%

OWT

100% (Wild Type)

PME activity is a highly variable property that is dependent on the growth
conditions such as nutrient availability and light exposure, among other factors.
The method of measuring PME activity also affects the quantitative levels
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measured. It should be noted that the values shown in Table 2.1 represent an
average value for the genetic lines derived from multiple plant life cycles, and
should be considered qualitative rather than precisely quantitative in this study.
These transgenic fruits have been shown to have reduced PME activity to
varying degrees without affecting fruit ripening and vegetative growth117. Tomato
plants were irrigated as necessary with acidified water supplemented with a
combination of two water-soluble fertilizers (3:1 mixture of 15N–2.2P–12.5K and
21N–2.2P–16.6K, respectively; The Scotts Co., Marysville, OH) to provide the
following (in mg/L): 200 N, 26 P, 163 K, 50 Ca, 20 Mg, 1.0 Fe, 0.5 Mn and Zn,
0.24 Cu and B, and 0.1 Mo. Nitrate form was 76% of nitrogen provided. Irrigation
water was supplemented with 93% sulfuric acid (Brenntag, Reading, PA) at 0.08
mL/L to reduce alkalinity to 100 mg/L and pH to a range of 5.8 to 6.2. Plants were
automatically irrigated using a drip system activated by an environmental control
computer, once per day. The greenhouses were maintained on a 14 hour
photoperiod September through March using 1000-watt high pressure sodium
light fixtures providing approximately 90 µmol/m2/s photosynthetically active
illumination. Once the plants began the fruit development stage, each line was
monitored daily. Fruits were collected at various stages of maturation (Table.2.2).
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Table 2.2 Collected Fruit Maturation Stages
Maturation Stage

Abbreviation

Description

Immature Green

IMG

Mature Green

MG

Breaker

BR

Breaker + 4 Days

BR4

Small, undeveloped, non-swollen,
bright green in color
Swollen to final fruit size but green in
color
First sign of red color development
shown on fully swollen fruit
Four (4) days after breaker stage

Breaker + 8 Days

BR8

Eight (8) days after breaker stage

Breaker + 12 Days

BR12

Twelve (12) days after breaker stage

Chemical reagents were obtained from multiple sources and were used as
received and stored according to prescribed conditions from the manufacturer.
Inositol was obtained from Calbiochem (Calbiochem, Los Angeles, CA) and used
as received. Methanol was obtained from J. T. Baker (J. T. Baker Chemical Co.,
Phillipsburg, NJ). Tri-Sil reagent was purchased from ThermoScientific (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Hexane, Deuterium Oxide (D2O), D-Glucose, DGalacturonic acid (GalA), and D-Glucuronic acid (GlcA) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St. Louis, MO). Methanolic-HCL was
prepared as described in Appendix B.
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2.2

Sample Preparation

2.2.1 Tomato Juice Preparation
Upon collection from the greenhouse, fruits were sorted and labeled
according to their genetic variety and maturation stage upon picking. A small,
shallow cross was cut into the tip of the fruit using a small kitchen knife. A 1L
beaker of distilled water was brought to a rolling boil on a heating plate, and fruits
were individually placed into the boiling water bath for 15 seconds and then
immediately transferred to an ice bath to stop any further cooking. This blanching
step was performed for the purpose of removing the tomato fruit skin and was
kept sufficiently short as to not allow cooking of the tomato flesh.
After blanching and cooling, the fruits were cut in half to inspect for any
internal defects, such as fungal growth or insect infiltration. Cut fruits were then
transferred to a household food processor (Ninja Express Chop, Euro-Pro, USA)
where short pulses were used to roughly chop the larger fruit pieces into smaller,
diced fruit pieces. Diced fruits were then transferred to a hand crank food mill
fitted with 1/16” screen (OXO Good Grips Food Mill, OXO, New York, NY) and
turned by hand until remnants left behind in the mill appeared visually dry.
Finished juice was poured into 50 mL conical vials, and juice was either used
within 24 hours of processing or placed in a freezer kept at -20 ºC for later use.
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2.3

Rheological Measurements

All rheological measurements were performed on one of two rotational
rheometers running on the same network: (1) AR-G2 (ARG2) rotational
rheometer with Smart Swap Geometry and Peltier Plate temperature controller
(TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware), fitted with a Julabo F25 water bath and
Julabo EH water bath controller (Julabo USA, Inc., Allentown, PA) or (2)
Discovery Hybrid Series 3 (DHR3) rotational rheometer with Smart Swap
Geometry, Peltier Plate temperature controller, and standard TA Heat Exchanger
(TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware). Both instruments used a 40 mm, 2
degree cone and plate geometry (TA Instruments, New Castle, Delaware) with a
steady-shear ramp from 0.1 – 300 s-1 recording 7 points per decade at 25 ºC. All
trials were performed in at least triplicate to ensure an adequately small standard
deviation from the mean.

2.3.1 Juice Rheology
Whole, fresh tomato juice is defined as the product resulting from the
milling operation of fruit outlined above and contains both the insoluble solids
(pulp) and liquid fraction containing soluble solids (serum) in the same water
content as found in the native fruit. Juice samples were loaded onto the Peltier
plate platform using a standard laboratory plastic bulb pipette with the tip cut to
allow a larger opening to ensure consistent sampling and solids content. The
geometry head was lowered onto the sample to the standard geometry gap, and
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the sample was visually observed to ensure a consistent amount of material was
squeezed out under the geometry head. The shear sweep ramp was performed
as described previously.

2.3.2 Serum Rheology
Tomato juice samples were loaded into standard centrifuge tubes, massed
for total weight, and then centrifuged using a Beckman Avanti J-25I centrifuge
(Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) at 13,000 x g (10,367 rpm) and 10 ºC for
30 minutes. The supernatant from all samples was then filtered using a Whatman
no. 1 paper filter paper with vacuum filtration through a side-arm flask. The
filtered tomato serum was then loaded onto the Peltier plate, the geometry head
was lowered onto the sample to the standard geometry gap, and the sample was
visually observed to ensure a consistent amount was squeezed out under the
geometry head. The shear sweep ramp was performed as described previously.

2.3.3 Reconstituted Sample with Water
Tomato juice samples were loaded into standard centrifuge tubes, massed
for total weight, and then centrifuged using a Beckman Avanti J-25I centrifuge
(Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) at 13,000 x g (10,367 rpm) and 10 ºC for
30 minutes. The tomato serum was poured off, and this separated serum was
then massed. DDW was then added back to the solids portion of the tomato
sample in an amount equal to the mass of the tomato serum poured off. The
reconstituted sample was then vortexed to ensure complete redistribution of
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solids in DDW. These samples are further labeled as “Reconstituted” (Recon) for
simplicity (Fig. 2.1). Recon samples were loaded onto the Peltier plate platform
using a standard laboratory plastic bulb pipette with the tip cut to allow a larger
opening to ensure consistent sampling and solids content. The geometry head
was lowered onto the sample to the standard geometry gap, and the sample was
visually observed to ensure a consistent amount was squeezed out under the
geometry head. The shear sweep ramp was performed as described previously.

2.3.4 Reconstituted Standard Sample
Standard samples reconstituted with both water and tomato sera to equal
parts were prepared as follows. Tomato juice samples were loaded into standard
centrifuge tubes, massed for total weight, and then centrifuged using a Beckman
Avanti J-25I centrifuge (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) at 13,000 x g
(10,367 rpm) and 10 ºC for 30 minutes. The supernatant was then poured off and
massed. The total mass of serum was then used to calculate the necessary
amount of addition for reconstituting with either DDW or serum (Appendix C) to
create samples with standard 18% solids concentration. These samples will be
referred to as “Reconstituted Equal” (RE) or “Reconstituted Equal Serum” (RES),
representing the sample reconstituted with DDW or serum, respectively. An
equation was derived to determine the amount of liquid portion necessary to add
to the centrifuged solids in order to create 18% solids concentration, as
described in Appendix C (Fig. 2.1). 18% solids concentration was chosen for
convenience considering it was a value near the median of the solids
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concentration of all the various genetic lines and maturity stages. This value was
chosen freely also because the effect of solids concentration was not the focus of
this study and only an arbitrary standard concentration was necessary for
comparison between samples. Once either DDW or serum was added in the
necessary amount, samples were vortexed to ensure complete redistribution of
solids. RE and RES samples were loaded onto the Peltier plate platform using a
standard laboratory plastic bulb pipette with the tip cut to allow a larger opening
to ensure consistent sampling and solids content. The geometry head was
lowered onto the sample to the standard geometry gap, and the sample was
visually observed to ensure a consistent amount of sample was squeezed out
under the geometry head. The shear sweep ramp was performed as described
previously.

11 g Juice,
each tube

Pour Off
Supernatant

Centrifuge

33 g
Juice

Add DDW (X/3)
“Reconstituted”
Add DDW (50.11-1.52*X)
“Reconstituted Equal”
Add Serum (50.11-1.52*X)
“Reconstituted Equal Serum”

Total Serum
Mass = X (g)

Figure 2.1. Reconstituted Sample Preparation Flowchart. The equation used to
determine liquid portion necessary to create 18% solids concentration is (50.111.52*X), where X is the total mass of serum collected. Derivation of this equation
is found in Appendix C.
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2.4

Gas Chromatography of Serum

Further carbohydrate analysis was carried out using gas chromatography.
Trimethylsilyl Methylglycoside (TMS) derivatives were prepared as described by
McNeill et al and reported in Appendix A for GC analysis in order to measure the
carbohydrate content, both neutral and acidic124. TMS derivatives are analyzed in
their various ring forms, resulting in multiple peaks in the GC chromatogram. 3
mg of lyophilized sample was prepared in solution with 1 ml of 1 mg/ml inositol
internal standard. The solution was dried under a stream of N2 gas, and then 450
µl of 2 M methanolic-HCL (Appendix B) was added to the mixture for
methanolysis and left over night at 80 ºC. After evaporation of methanolic-HCL
under N2 gas, 200 µl of Tri-Sil reagent was added and left at 80 ºC for 20 minutes.
Upon cooling, the trimethylsilyl methylglycoside derivatives were dissolved in 1
ml hexane and ready for GC. Standard chromatograms for GalA, GlcA, and
glucose were created for comparison to residues in the tomato pectin.

2.5

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Serum

Filtered tomato serum was dialyzed using 1 kD molecular weight cutoff
Spectra/Por Regenerated Cellulose dialysis tubing (Spectrum Labs, Rancho
Dominguez, CA). The dialysis tubing was rinsed in distilled water to first remove
any residual sodium azide from the packaging, and then an adequate length was
cut to allow for 2 tube clips on each end when filled with serum. Filled dialysis
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tubes were set in a 5 gallon dialysis vessel under agitation, and a minimum of 4
water bath exchanges were performed over a 48 hour period for each sample to
ensure complete dialysis. Once dialysis was complete each sample was
lyophilized using a standard freeze drying procedure. Once lyophilized, 1 mL
D2O was added to approximately 10 mg of each sample and then vortexed and
sonicated to ensure complete dissolution. This procedure was repeated once
more for an additional D2O exchange. The final lyophilized product was dissolved
for a third time in D2O before being pipetted into 5 mm thin wall, 7”, 500 MHz
NMR sample tubes (Wilmad-LabGlass, Vineland, NJ). Proton nuclear magnetic
resonance (1H NMR) spectroscopy was performed at ambient temperature using
a Varian Unity INOVA 300 MHz spectrometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Each
sample was shimmed independently to ensure an adequate signal to noise ratio,
and standards were used to align individual spectral components, including
glucose, fructose, galacturonic acid, and citrus pectin. Each spectra’s chemical
shift was set to the water peak located at δ=4.76ppm.
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Procedure Establishment and Validation

As previously mentioned, there currently exists a gap in the research
literature regarding the methodology of collecting both fruit and pectin samples
for analysis. A great deal of work has been performed on both tomato products
processed in an industrial setting as well as suspensions of pectins purified from
industrial sources. However, the work surrounding the analysis of fresh fruit and
the resulting unaltered pectin leaves much to be desired. It is well established
that industrial processing of tomato products and pectin is highly variable and
causes a wide range of implications with regard to structure and functionality of
the final product. Therefore, the present work seeks to fill this research gap by
growing tomato plants fresh and performing analysis of tomato products and
pectin with as little processing as possible. Because this is a new approach, the
methodology must first be developed and tested for both consistency and
reliability to ensure an accurate representation of the true nature of both the
tomato product and pectin
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3.1.1 Comparison of Frozen and Fresh Fruit
The freezing process is known to cause a large change in the structure of
fresh fruit. Freezing is a very useful technique in preserving samples for long
terms and ensuring consistency when used over a range of time with limited or
constrained processing and analytical techniques. Therefore, the precise effect of
freezing on both fresh and processed tomato fruits with regards to its processing
characteristics was investigated. Tomato fruits were collected fresh from the
greenhouse at various maturities and then processed and frozen using one of a
variety of possible sequences (Fig.3.1). In brief, fruits were either milled
completely fresh without any freezing steps taking place, frozen and thawed
before the milling step, frozen and thawed after the milling step, or frozen both
before and after milling (Fig.3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Process flow diagram for preparing fresh tomato samples comparing
effects of freeze-thaw cycles and thermal treatments. Various samples are
labeled with lower case letters (a.-h.).
After preparation the samples were tested for viscosity at different shear
rates. Each sample underwent the same shear sweep procedure as outlined in
the methods section, and viscosity vs. shear rate results were plotted. Fig.3.2 is
one of the typical results from this rheological test.
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Figure 3.2. Average values of viscosity vs. shear rate graph for all 8 various
processing combinations, with frozen and fresh cut fruit wedges noted. Tomato
samples prepared from frozen and thawed fruit wedges showed significant
viscosity loss compared to samples that were milled directly from fresh fruit
without prior freezing (shown with sample identifying labels from Fig.3.1).
There was a significant difference between samples where fresh fruit
wedges had been frozen and thawed compared to those samples in which the
fresh fruit wedges had not been frozen before being milled (noted in Fig.3.2).
There was no significant difference in viscosity if any freeze/thaw cycles were
performed after the samples had been milled. During freezing of fresh fruit
samples, the water expands and disrupts the cell walls, causing noticeable
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differences in the final product viscosity. The cell walls are broken and disrupted
during the milling step in a similar manner; therefore, further freeze-thaw cycles
may not have any additional effect on the product rheology. All samples showed
similar pseudoplastic behavior regardless of the type of processing performed.
These findings indicate that fresh fruit samples should be used immediately postharvest without freezing to ensure that the fruit cell walls are not disrupted. Once
milled, the samples are able to be frozen for preservation and later use without
any effect on product consistency.

3.1.2 Milling Using Small Batch or Individual Methods
One of the primary objectives of the current work is to investigate the role
of fruit maturity on pectin properties. However, this poses the difficulty that a
variety of numbers and sizes of fruits are available to be collected at different
times, and the size of the sample is small. Therefore it was of interest to
determine if processing fruits individually or in small batches of multiple fruits
would have an effect on product consistency. Shear rate sweeps were performed
for two different samples, one was milled with a batch of multiple tomato fruits
harvested at one time and the other involved milling of a single individual fruit by
hand using the same 1/16” screen (Fig.3.3).
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Figure 3.3. Average values of viscosity vs. shear rate shown for samples
prepared either individually by hand or in a batch of multiple fruits by cranking
food mill.
There was no significant difference between samples prepared individually
or in a batch of multiple fruits. Therefore fruits were able to be collected
individually when ready and milled immediately without waiting on an adequate
number of fruits to reach the same maturity stage to be able to perform batch
milling. However, it should be noted that the final product yield of juice from
milling individually was much lower than when multiple fruits were milled
simultaneously. This is due to the nature of milling, since a batch of fruits is able
to be milled using the hand crank food mill as outlined in the methods section
whereas individual fruits had to be milled by moving cut fruit wedges through the
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screen by hand. Utilizing the food mill was much more effective at removing the
seeds of fruits while retaining most of the tomato solids and liquid portion.

3.1.3 Effect of Heat Treatment, Microwave or Blanch
As previously mentioned, the vast majority of work with tomato pectin has
focused on either industrially purified or processed pectin, both of which involve
multiple thermal inactivation treatments. Previously, transgenic tomato fruits
using Rutgers tomatoes were subjected to heat treatment via microwaving to
deactivate any residual enzyme activity38. In order to analyze the properties of
transgenic tomato pectin in their most natural form, a method of pectin extraction
which utilizes minimal thermal processing is desired. Blanching involves
submersing whole fruits for a very short time in boiling water and then
immediately transferring fruits to an ice bath to stop any further effects from
heating. The purpose of blanching was only for skin removal, and the length of
time fruits were placed in the boiling water bath was kept short (<15 seconds) to
accomplish this task without heating the internal fruit pulp. To compare heating
methods, fruits were subjected to both microwaving and blanching (Fig.3.1), the
rheological profile of each thermal treatment was compared, and the final
viscosity is reported (Table.3.1).
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Table 3.1. Final viscosity values comparing microwave and blanch heating.
Sample

Processing

a./ e.

Never frozen

Viscosity
(Microwave)
80.3 (mPa.s)

Viscosity
(Blanch)
55.7 (mPa.s)

Viscosity
Difference
24.6 (31%)

b./ f.

Frozen after milling

66.0 (mPa.s)

37.7 (mPa.s)

28.3 (43%)

c./ g.

Frozen before milling

9.6 (mPa.s)

8.5 (mPa.s)

1.1 (11%)

d./ h.

Frozen before and
after milling

8.3 (mPa.s)

8.2 (mPa.s)

0.1 (1%)

When the samples are never frozen and are processed from fresh fruit
there are significant differences (31%) in the final viscosity. This may be due to
the increased effect of thermal treatment on cell walls in their native state as well
as the previously proposed inactivation of residual pectolytic enzymes, such as
PG and Bgal. In previous work microwaving was selected for its ability to
inactivate these enzymes, which is indeed supported by these results, noting that
the increased viscosity is potentially a result of the native enzymes having been
inactivated and the pectin structure therefore left in its natural or almost natural
esterified state. However, for the purpose of studying the sample pectin in its
most native-like state, blanching is preferred as it does not inactivate these
enzymes, which is evident by the lowered final viscosity presumably due to the
demethylation and degradation of the native pectin. Because the fresh fruit is still
under attack from the pectolytic enzymes present, it is important that fruits
processed fresh are analyzed immediately post-processing.
When samples were milled from fresh fruit and only frozen and thawed
right before being analyzed the final viscosity value differs greatly (43%), with the
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microwaved samples having higher viscosity than blanched samples. This is
again consistent with the notion that the microwave step ‘knocks out’ the residual
pectolytic enzymes whereas blanching does not. Even though these samples
appear to have a greater difference in final viscosity values than those which
were processed fresh based on percentage change, the differences are very
similar in magnitude when comparing the actual values (24.6 and 28.3 mPa.s,
only 3.7 mPa.s difference).
The bottom two rows of Table 3.1 display the final values for samples
which were either frozen before the milling step or frozen both before and after
milling. It is worthwhile to note that the samples which underwent freezing before
being milled retained viscosity both similar to one another and much lower than
the fruits which were processed fresh without any form of freezing. The
observation that these samples had much lower final viscosities is supportive of
the suggestion that the freezing process disrupts the cell walls, causing a loss in
viscosity. The difference between the viscosities of liquid samples produced by
disruption of the plant cell walls because of the expansion due to freezing water
seems to override any effect that may have been caused by differences in
heating, noting that the effect of heating is almost entirely diminished between
samples. Freezing would also stop the action of the native pectolytic enzymes
present in the fruit, though to what extent is uncertain. The same phenomenon is
observed when comparing samples undergoing a double freezing/thawing cycle.
It is presumable to believe that this is because the impact of freezing fresh fruit
samples appears to be greater than the impact of enzyme activity. Because of
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the unaltered state of enzymes present in the fruit when blanched and the effect
of freezing on product consistency, all samples in this study were blanched and
then immediately milled from fresh fruit before rheological analysis, as outlined in
Chapter 2. In order to prevent spoilage and further action from remaining
pectolytic enzymes present in the fresh fruit, any samples which were not able to
be immediately characterized by rheological testing after milling were frozen and
then later thawed for analysis. As outlined in section 3.1.1, the freeze/thaw cycle
had no effect on liquid samples after blanching and milling.

3.1.4 Filtration of Tomato Sera
Previous work investigating the effects of hot and cold break tomato
processing used a Whatman No.1 filter paper for separated serum to eliminate
any remaining tomato solids from the centrifugation step. However, it was of
interest to determine if this filtration step would have rheological effects on the
measured tomato sera viscosity. Therefore two samples (genetic line 253,
breaker stage) were processed in the same way except for the filtration step and
were analyzed via shear rate sweeps from 0.1 – 300 s-1 (Fig.3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Shear rate sweep from 0.1 – 300 s-1 of 253.Br samples comparing the
effect of filtering using Whatman No.1 filter paper. (SSE=0.00)
Both sera exhibited Newtonian behavior. The points collected at shear
rates below approximately 3 s-1 were outside the detectable range of the
instrument because of their low viscosity. There was no difference in tomato sera
viscosity due to the use of filter paper to prepare samples. This is understandable
considering that a Whatman No.1 filter paper is rated at 11µm openings which
are far larger than any soluble molecules found in tomato sera, such as pectin,
glucose, fructose, and organic acids. Therefore all tomato serum samples were
filtered for later analysis, as outlined in Chapter 2.
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3.2

Rheology of Tomato Products

It is well-established in literature that rheology is not only an effective
mean for studying macromolecular bulk properties of biomaterials but can also
serve to give insight into the microscopic structure of these materials. The
consistency and flow characteristics of a material are known to be a direct result
of the molecular interactions and structures present. Studying the rheological
properties of tomato suspensions provides not only valuable information
regarding the processing properties of tomato products but will also give insight
into the molecular structure and function of their constituents, in particular the
one of interest in this project, pectin.
In order to gather quantitative data from the rheological testing performed
in this study, the power-law model was fit to each sample that displayed
pseudoplastic behavior, excluding only tomato serum which exhibited linear
Newtonian flow behavior. As described in Section 1.3.2, the power-law model is
an empirical relationship that describes the rheological characteristics of a
pseudoplastic material using two parameters, the consistency index (K) and flow
behavior index (n). Another important parameter that can be used to quantify
differences between rheological tests is the value of viscosity at various shear
rates, which is an approach often used when the power-law model does not
accurately describe the experimental data. The value of the flow behavior index
was determined by fitting the power law model to the plot of viscosity vs. shear
rate for all genetic lines and maturities, keeping in mind that the exponent in the
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viscosity relationship for the power law model is equal to (n-1). However, even
though the model fit the data well (R2 >0.98), the value of n was negative for all
juice samples, which is not within the feasible range of values for the flow
behavior index. When shear stress was plotted against shear rate, this error
became apparent due to the observation that shear stress and shear rate
showed an unusual relationship, which does not follow the typically observed
relationship between shear stress and shear rate (i.e. increasing shear stress will
increase shear rate) (Fig.3.5). This anomaly is attributed to the phenomenon of
“apparent wall slip”, which is the occurrence of a thin layer of fluid with a large
velocity gradient and lowered fluid viscosity arises adjacent to the solid
boundaries (i.e. the measuring geometry). This occurs commonly in concentrated
suspensions when suspended particles become less concentrated at the fluidboundary interface than in the bulk, and also occurs when testing emulsions125.
When shear is applied to the material, large velocity gradients are created in the
“slipping layer” at the boundary that differ from the velocity gradient in the bulk
fluid, causing inaccuracies in the measurements collected126. Though extensive
work has been previously performed to more accurately predict and understand
this phenomenon, the investigation of wall slip is problematic and remains
unanswered for multiple geometries, including cone and plate. Though previous
work has been performed attempting to create correction factors to account for
wall slip in rheological measurements, these too have proven problematic in real
world applications and are still being investigated127-133.
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Figure 3.5. Plot of 253.Br juice showing viscosity vs. shear rate using cone and
plate geometry (■), viscosity vs. shear rate using vane geometry (▲), shear
stress vs. shear rate for cone and plate geometry (□), and shear stress vs. shear
rate for vane geometry (∆). The trend lines for both cone and plate and vane
viscosity vs. shear rate are shown, with equations and R2 coefficients for each
shown in upper right corner.
Because tomato juice samples are a relatively highly concentrated
suspension that may exhibit slip, the potential application for using a vane
impeller geometry rather than cone and plate to eliminate wall slip was
investigated using 253.Br juice. The viscosity and shear stress are plotted
against shear rate for both geometries in Fig. 3.5. Though the power law model
fits the viscosity vs. shear rate data for cone and plate well (R2=0.9958), the
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exponential parameter is -1.332, which being equal to (n-1) indicates a flow
behavior index of -0.332, which is inconsistent for the use of the power-law
model. The vane geometry exhibited markedly different values yet a similar
viscosity vs. shear rate relationship that resulted in a flow behavior index value of
0.321, indicating pseudoplastic flow. Furthermore, the plots of shear stress vs.
shear rate quickly show the proper direct relationship when using the vane
geometry, and the inappropriate relationship is clearly visible for the cone and
plate geometry. Although the vane geometry is ideal for the purpose of
eliminating the effects of wall slip, a large sample size is required for each run.
Because of the growth and collection procedure employed in this study, sample
sizes of each genetic line and maturity that were large enough in quantity after
processing to use the vane geometry were not possible to achieve. Considering
the facts that a much smaller sample size is able to be used for cone and plate
geometry, the effects of wall slip can be considered to be consistent between
samples, and wall slip to some degree is unavoidable in a concentrated
suspension such as tomato juice, the cone and plate geometry was chosen for
this study. However, the results should be considered qualitative and
comparative in nature and not taken as directly quantitative because of the error
incurred in the calculation of the true viscosity due to wall slip. Further, since the
power-law model was not able to quantify the flow parameters, viscosity
measurements at 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 s-1 will be used to compare samples.
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3.2.1 Whole, Fresh Juice
Juice refers to the suspension of tomato solids in aqueous phase that is
collected immediately after fruit milling in the same solids concentration as what
was present in the fruit before processing. Because tomato juice is a suspension
of tomato solids and not a true solution, separation occurs when left undisturbed
for relatively short lengths of time. To avoid separation each juice sample was
vortexed thoroughly to ensure even distribution of solids before being analyzed
by rheometry. Samples were observed after the rheology measurements were
taken to ensure that samples did not separate during the measurement collection
and consistently showed an even distribution, indicating the phase separation is
not a contributing factor on results. The average viscosity of each juice sample at
shear rates 0.1 s-1, 1.0 s-1, 10.0 s-1, and 100.0 s-1 and the standard error are
shown in Table 3.2. Viscosity measurements taken at the low shear rate of 0.1 s-1
are indicative of the structure of the material because it is minimally disturbed by
the shear deformation, whereas viscosity measurements taken at intermediate
and high shear rates from 1.0 s-1 to 100.0 s-1 are applicable to both processing as
well as sensory, since these shear rate magnitudes are encountered in both
areas.
During the processing of fruits with various maturities, noticeable
differences were easily visible in terms of their structure, firmness, and ease of
milling. Fruits that were at breaker stage or later were much softer than immature
or mature green fruits due to the natural ripening process during which the
primary structural components pectin, starch, and cellulose degrade by enzyme
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activity. The exchange of these large polymers for their mono- and disaccharide
components greatly decreases the fruits cell wall rigidity and overall firmness.
During the milling stage, the ripened fruits were pressed through the mill screen
with relative ease, leaving only small remnants of stem material and seeds
behind. The milling of these fruits was also facilitated by the high moisture
content in the fruits. Green fruits, both mature and immature, were more difficult
to mill because their cell walls were still largely intact and had much lower
moisture content than ripe fruits. While the ripe fruit solids were sheared and
broken by the mill to create tomato pulp suspended in the serum, the green fruit
solids were not broken into small enough pieces to be considered pulp in
suspension. As a consequence of the inadequate milling of green fruits, both the
immature and mature green solids were not suspended in sera and instead
should be considered smaller pieces of the tomato fruit surrounded by the
aqueous phase. Because of both the larger size and hardness of the particles
from green fruits, the rheological data collected from these samples was difficult
to interpret.
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Table 3.2. Average viscosity of tomato juice at selected shear rates.
212

η (Pa.s)
IMG

MG

Br

Br4

Br8

Br12

0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0

586.8
54.8
1.5
0.08
1428.8
137.7
14.13
0.65
369.8
33.9
1.43
0.09
1082.6
118.9
4.85
0.06
141.1
14.4
1.88
0.09
112.8
11.3
1.31
0.06

253
SE
123.8
8.04
0.11
0.03
83.2
14.4
3.07
0.11
129.7
12.6
0.61
0.01
563.7
68.4
2.93
0.00
4.57
0.48
0.13
0.02
26.8
2.72
0.33
0.01

η (Pa.s)
1492.1
135.3
2.65
0.08
1354.1
121.6
6.66
0.38
3622.8
261.1
8.79
0.48
125.8
13.7
0.82
0.10
100.9
10.0
1.55
0.09
4898.7
230.6
11.39
0.19

SE
489.5
42.1
0.69
0.05
510.3
53.0
4.31
0.31
471.4
31.0
1.59
0.15
10.9
2.06
0.03
0.00
3.05
0.39
0.80
0.04
2796.1
154.2
6.63
0.07

264

η (Pa.s)
540.3
36.3
7.19
0.10
806.7
43.8
2.96
0.28
700.9
79.8
5.03
0.91
1172.2
117.8
1.79
0.05
1208.3
105.4
2.91
0.13
833.4
91.1
1.18
0.10

263
SE
135.1
9.71
4.53
0.05
358.6
25.1
2.12
0.22
22.5
3.94
2.47
0.16
144.6
15.3
0.24
0.00
311.5
32.0
0.71
0.04
122.8
14.1
0.36
0.00

η (Pa.s)
335.1
32.3
3.05
0.05
766.7
61.6
3.66
0.19
1081.6
101.8
9.02
0.59
642.9
49.0
0.85
0.03
609.1
58.9
1.02
0.08
790.6
60.5
1.80
0.16

OWT
SE
63.5
4.68
0.41
0.02
171.1
10.8
0.65
0.08
239.5
19.2
2.65
0.25
167.8
10.1
0.23
0.00
53.9
5.51
0.33
0.01
233.5
13.2
0.60
0.09

η (Pa.s)
2311.5
208.9
15.7
1.21
952.1
88.9
7.53
0.32
612.9
37.3
1.03
0.11
84.8
6.5
0.73
0.04
180.7
14.4
1.07
0.07
474.9
52.7
3.53
0.07

SE
600.0
47.3
4.9
0.36
193.0
24.6
1.23
0.11
34.8
8.52
0.23
0.00
10.7
0.88
0.28
0.00
43.6
2.94
0.38
0.04
80.9
9.01
0.53
0.02
60
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The viscosity of juice from all maturity stages at shear rate = 0.1 s-1 was
shown to be much higher than anticipated for a liquid suspension. This
substantial difference in viscosity could be attributed to the size of the solid
particles being deformed by the cone and plate geometry instead of flowing in
suspension with the aqueous fluid. Thus, the rheometer would detect a very high
torque from the solid particles in the sample and would report a very high shear
stress or viscosity. Because of the effect from the solid particles, any consistent
trends in differences between the structures of these particles at this low shear
rate are masked.
To better see trends among various maturities the viscosity of each
genetic line at the four discrete shear rates was averaged for each maturity, and
the results are shown in Fig.3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Column chart shows the average of all five genetic lines at each
recorded shear rate for Br, Br4, Br8, and Br12. Error bars display the standard
error of the mean.
The viscosity values for IMG and MG fruits are not shown due to the
uncertainty caused by the inconsistent milling ability of these fruits, as previously
described. For shear rates 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 s-1, the viscosity is highest for
breaker stage fruits, decreases successively in Br4 and Br8 fruits, and then
increases to return to a viscosity roughly equal to breaker stage in Br12 fruits.
The viscosity measured at shear rate = 100.0 s-1 is also greatest in Br fruits and
then decreases in Br4 fruits; however in contrast to the lower shear rates, the
viscosity then increases successively in Br8 and Br12 but does not return to the
initial highest viscosity of Br fruit. The downward trend from Br to Br12 fruits may
be caused by the continued action of cell wall and pectin degradation by native
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cellulytic and pectolytic enzymes present in the fruit. This enzymatic degradation
would cause smaller particle sizes of the tomato solids as well as the
demethylation of pectin present in the, which is suggested to be a major
contributing factor to the overall juice viscosity. However, the cause for the
increase in viscosity for Br12 fruits is less clear, since the continued enzymatic
activity in fruits would be expected to lower viscosity in Br12 fruits as well. The
upward trend may possibly suggest that the enzyme activity decreases around
Br8 maturity fruits, though further investigation of Br12 fruits would be needed to
validate this claim.
The decrease in overall viscosity with increasing shear rates is consistent
with the understanding that tomato juice behaves as a pseudoplastic fluid.
Pseudoplasticity can be attributed to both the rearrangement and deformation of
solid particles within a suspension. As shear rate increases, the tomato solids
begin to align in the direction of the shearing flow, thereby decreasing their
resistance to flow and thus decreasing their viscosity. Tomato solids are also
relatively soft materials and therefore susceptible to deformation by shearing flow
affecting the rheology of the suspension. The change in shape of individual
tomato pulp particles would also decrease their resistance to shear in a similar
manner as the alignment of these particles with the direction of shearing flow.
Furthermore, the decrease in overall viscosity from 0.1 s-1 to 1.0 s-1 appears to
be roughly a 10-fold decrease, which would fit the power-law model well.
However, the overall drop in viscosity when higher shear is applied appears to be
greater than 10-fold and would not fit the power-law model. This increase in the
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rate of viscosity loss suggests that tomato particles experience a point at which
they are less able to maintain their orientation and shape. This is analogous to
the concept of yield stress wherein a fluid will not begin to flow until a minimum
amount of stress is applied to the material. Similarly it appears that tomato pulp
may also reach a point at which it is no longer able to withstand the shear forces
and begins to deform and reorient at an increasing rate. The presence of
slippage at high shear cannot be ruled out.
In a similar manner to analyzing the effect of changing maturity across all
genetic lines, the viscosity of each maturity was averaged to investigate the
effect of altering genetic lines, and the results are displayed in Fig.3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Column chart shows the average of Br, Br4, Br8, and Br12 maturities
(IMG and MG omitted) at each recorded shear rate for genetic lines 212 (12%
PME), 253 (13% PME), 264 (21% PME), 263 (100% PME), and OWT (100%
PME, parental wild type). Error bars display the standard error of the mean.
The same pseudoplastic behavior was observed as previously discussed
for the comparison of varying maturities. Generally the trend at each reported
shear rate is the same: a relatively low viscosity for genetic line 212, followed by
an increase in 253 to the maximum value, and then a successive downward
trend in 264, 263, and OWT, with OWT having roughly the same relatively low
viscosity as 212. The overall trend at shear rate = 100.0 s-1 differs slightly,
however, noting that viscosity begins at the lowest value in 212, increases to a
maximum viscosity in genetic line 264, and then declines again to OWT. The low
viscosity observed in genetic line 212 suggests that down-regulation of PME
activity to the lowest attainable level (in this case 12%) causes the tomato juice
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to have viscosity similar to that of the parental wild type fruit. This may be due to
the necessary balance of methylated and demethylated pectins present in the
tomato pulp to achieve the highest viscosity. Conceptually it would seem that the
lowest PME activity would achieve the tomato product with the highest viscosity,
thus the reasoning behind the tomato processing industry’s use of high
temperature treatments on tomato products to deactivate pectolytic enzymes to
maintain the highest DM of pectin and thus the highest product viscosity.
However, these results suggest that there exists an ideal DM of the pectin
polymers that results from a PME activity between 13% and 21%. However, the
activity of other pectolytic enzymes such as PG and Bgal need also be
considered in affecting the overall DM of the pectins with the tomato product.

3.2.2 Serum
The tomato serum is the aqueous phase obtained by centrifugation of
juice and filtration of the supernatant, as outlined in Section 2.3.2. The serum
showed Newtonian behavior beginning at a shear rate of 1.0 s-1. The viscosity
values measured below this shear rate are prone to error due to the low viscosity
and limitations of the instrument. The average viscosity of each serum sample
(reported in mPa.s for clarity) at shear rates 1.0 s-1, 10.0 s-1, and 100.0 s-1 and
the standard error are shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Average viscosity reported in units of (mPa.s) for tomato sera at selected shear rates, excluding 0.1 s-1.
212

η (mPa.s)
IMG

MG

Br

Br4

Br8

Br12

1.0
10.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
100.0

0.23
1.82
1.75
1.96
1.40
1.29
3.52
3.19
3.15
3.10
3.06
3.01
2.66
3.63
3.36
6.86
6.72
6.13

253
SE
1.78
0.02
0.01
0.40
0.03
0.00
1.06
0.02
0.03
0.31
0.07
0.05
1.00
0.15
0.11
0.20
0.11
0.09

η (mPa.s)
1.58
1.27
1.24
3.43
1.79
1.64
-0.20*
1.41
1.42
25.91
5.36
4.48
3.30
3.21
3.11
4.30
3.06
3.03

264
SE
0.28
0.01
0.02
1.84
0.28
0.24
0.58
0.22
0.22
19.72
0.28
0.36
0.07
0.11
0.08
1.01
0.10
0.06

η (mPa.s)
0.91
1.12
1.12
0.17
1.56
1.48
2.13
1.55
1.40
4.03
1.90
1.80
8.73
2.79
1.64
2.70
1.77
1.58

263
SE
0.54
0.00
0.01
1.55
0.26
0.24
1.22
0.08
0.01
0.96
0.08
0.03
2.87
0.42
0.10
1.44
0.37
0.26

η (mPa.s)
1.47
1.14
1.13
3.39
1.99
1.80
2.82
1.82
1.77
1.40
1.08
1.08
6.68
1.84
1.20
6.02
3.33
2.10

OWT
SE
0.24
0.01
0.00
0.60
0.14
0.02
1.35
0.02
0.01
0.35
0.03
0.01
4.29
0.51
0.07
1.36
0.80
0.30

η (mPa.s)
0.59
1.78
1.76
2.69
1.43
1.36
3.57
1.02
1.07
0.71
1.08
1.16
6.10
2.09
1.56
5.25
4.32
2.05

SE
0.83
0.02
0.00
0.31
0.17
0.17
2.50
0.03
0.00
1.57
0.03
0.02
1.55
0.45
0.21
0.76
0.90
0.14

(*) Negative viscosity value attributed to error in the measurement due to instrument limitations
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The observations that the tomato serum is Newtonian, (no longer exhibits
pseudoplastic-like behavior) and has a drastically smaller viscosity than tomato
juice indicate that the tomato solids are not only the primary contributor to overall
viscosity but also primarily affects flow behavior. This would seem a logical result
considering the aforementioned characteristics of tomato particles (i.e.
deformation and rearrangement) that cause the pseudoplastic behavior. Tomato
particles contain plant cell walls, pectin polymers, and other large-sized
biomacromolecules, whereas tomato serum contains monosaccharide sugars
such as glucose and fructose, uronic acid residues, and soluble pectin. The
significant change in viscosity between juice and serum may support the notion
that the majority of pectin polymers are bound within the cell wall matrix in the
tomato solids and are not solubilized in the serum, since the amount present in
the tomato serum does not appear to contribute greatly to viscosity. Also,
because it was the ineffective milling of the tomato solids that was the cause of
the inability to study IMG and MG juice rheology, the sera for both of these
maturities was included in both analyses for comparison across maturities and
genetic lines (Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9, respectively).
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Figure 3.8. Column chart shows the average viscosity of serum of all five genetic
lines at each reported shear rate for all maturities. Error bars display the standard
error.
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Figure 3.9. Column chart shows the average viscosity of serum of all maturities
at each recorded shear rate for all genetic lines. Error bars display the standard
error of the mean.
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Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9 both display an almost Newtonian behavior of the sera,
noting that at increasing shear rates the overall viscosity values only slightly
decrease. The error bars are significantly large due to the limitation of the
instrument in measuring materials with viscosity which approaches that of water
(1 mPa.s @ 20 ºC). The plot of average viscosity for all genetic lines while
varying maturities shows that for each shear rate the viscosity increases
successively in later stages of fruit maturity, with the exception of Br4 maturity
fruits at 1.0 s-1, though this is likely due to the large error in the measurement. It
is interesting to note that the largest viscosity of sera is found in the Br12 fruit.
Considering that the juice serum is composed of mostly monosaccharides and
uronic acids, both of which do not affect viscosity because they are very small
molecules, it appears likely that the difference observed is caused by an
increasing concentration of soluble pectin. This may be attributed to the ongoing
action of cell wall enzymatic degradation, which releases pectin from the plant
cell wall matrix. However, the observation that this trend is significantly different
than that found in the tomato juice but is not visible in the rheological profile of
juice further supports the notion that the tomato solid material is the overall
contributor and serum plays a negligible role in affecting juice viscosity.
The plot of average viscosity for all maturities while varying genetic lines
shows that for each shear rate the viscosity decreases with increasing levels of
PME. Therefore, it would appear that both the concentration of pectin and the
DM of the solubilized pectins contribute to the overall serum viscosity. Because
higher levels of PME would lead to decreased DM of pectin, it would appear that
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higher DM of pectin is favorable to increasing viscosity of the tomato suspension,
which is supportive of the findings from analyzing the viscosity of tomato juice.
Though the tomato sera was shown to exhibit Newtonian behavior, very
close investigation of the effect of shear rate on serum viscosity shows that the
overall viscosity decreases slightly at higher shear rates. This phenomenon is
difficult to fully explain due to the measuring limitation of the rheometer at such
low viscosity values with a cone and plate geometry, however this may be due to
an increase in the concentration of pectin in the serum, considering that pectin is
one of the only large polymers present in the serum which would contribute to
pseudoplasticity. The slightly pseudoplastic behavior shown for various genetic
lines with all maturities included supports this notion. However, previous work
has shown that the concentration of sugar in solution increases viscosity with
increasing concentration. The concentration of glucose and fructose in fruits is
known to increase dramatically in later stage fruits, which could be the
influencing factor on the slight pseudoplasticity shown in the comparison of
serum viscosity for various maturities, though further experimentation with a
more sensitive geometry such a concentric cylinder is necessary to validate this
notion134.

3.2.3 Reconstituted Samples
In order to investigate the effect of possible interactions between the
serum and the tomato solids in contributing to the rheological behavior of tomato
products, the serum was centrifuged and poured off from the tomato solids and
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deionized distilled water (DDW) was added to the tomato solids in equal weight
to the serum poured off to maintain an equal concentration of solids, as
described in Section 2.2.2. This reconstituted sample with water in equal solids
concentration to the original juice will be referred to as “recon” for brevity, and the
average viscosity values and standard error are reported in Table.3.4.
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Table 3.4. Average viscosity of recon samples at selected shear rates.
212

η (Pa.s)
IMG

MG

Br

Br4

Br8

Br12

0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0

1491.5
111.5
5.78
0.16
4683.2
385.3
33.8
0.98
604.8
39.1
5.65
0.27
1026.6
70.0
8.54
0.71
1312.0
76.4
7.56
0.70
88.4
4.3
0.55
0.07

SE
233.9
24.4
0.97
0.08
1560.8
132.5
8.90
0.39
48.0
2.41
0.54
0.06
366.6
17.2
2.17
0.48
527.4
29.7
3.12
0.56
9.3
0.19
0.05
0.01

253

η (Pa.s)
4061.7
393.4
21.6
1.12
1698.4
151.8
17.4
0.17
462.1
59.4
3.86
0.35
252.4
16.8
2.17
0.20
197.8
30.6
1.49
0.05
73.1
7.2
0.64
0.07

264
SE
878.1
64.8
4.31
0.61
552.2
64.1
13.6
0.16
98.2
9.25
0.79
0.05
23.6
0.72
0.08
0.01
138.3
25.0
0.81
0.00
34.6
3.36
0.29
0.03

η (Pa.s)
1469.1
111.8
9.13
0.48
838.5
54.2
3.11
0.08
1775.2
132.4
5.06
0.33
623.8
58.4
2.62
0.13
492.0
42.9
4.05
0.06
313.9
26.4
1.87
0.11

263
SE
287.5
38.5
4.27
0.23
331.1
18.6
0.81
0.03
893.9
56.6
2.38
0.19
52.2
3.56
0.31
0.08
215.9
16.9
0.66
0.01
69.4
3.72
0.55
0.04

η (Pa.s)
760.4
75.5
5.66
0.20
2026.7
189.7
15.5
0.63
895.6
78.0
2.06
0.15
188.1
21.8
0.74
0.05
121.5
14.5
0.38
0.04
170.2
17.7
1.00
0.05

OWT
SE
101.4
9.82
1.00
0.04
373.3
31.0
1.40
0.14
41.4
7.52
0.72
0.07
5.22
0.78
0.03
0.01
7.18
0.79
0.10
0.00
28.8
2.85
0.33
0.01

η (Pa.s)
1453.7
127.7
7.67
0.42
1040.8
138.9
14.5
0.95
3393.0
332.3
7.06
0.06
310.5
30.2
0.58
0.02
205.4
18.4
1.94
0.08
265.0
31.0
1.50
0.07

SE
343.2
37.4
4.16
0.31
64.7
13.1
3.14
0.42
2001.2
212.4
3.02
0.02
34.6
2.90
0.14
0.00
69.0
3.39
0.25
0.02
61.5
6.51
0.52
0.02
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In a similar fashion to comparing the effect of maturity and genetic line on
juice, the average across genetic lines and the average across maturities were
plotted, shown in Fig.3.10 and Fig.3.11, respectively.
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Figure 3.10. Column chart shows the average viscosity of recon samples of all
five genetic lines at each reported shear rate for Br, Br4, Br8, and Br12 maturities.
Error bars display the standard error.
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Figure 3.11. Column chart shows the average viscosity of recon samples of all
maturities at each recorded shear rate for all genetic lines. Error bars display the
standard error of the mean.
Comparing the graphs of the average of all genetic lines for various
maturities between juice and recon highlights that the same general downward
trend in viscosity with increasing shear rate as was seen in tomato juice is also
present in the recon samples. This is supportive of the notion that it is the solid
tomato particles, and not the serum, which contributes to the pseudoplasticity of
tomato juice. Also, the same trend is noted within a given shear rate for a
downward trend in viscosity with respect to increasing maturity. The previous
exception to this trend found in the Br12 tomato juice sample, where the Br12
viscosity was higher than the Br viscosity, is no longer visible in the recon
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samples. This trend is also supportive of the notion that it is the continued action
of pectin and cell wall degradation in later stages of maturity which contribute to
loss in viscosity. However, the reason for the change in the viscosity of Br12
samples between juice and recon is still unclear, though it may admittedly be due
to the standard error present in the samples. Further investigation is needed to
determine if the increase in viscosity for Br12 tomato juice is true to the sample
or if it is the result of measurement error.
The comparison of juice to recon in terms of changing the genetic line is
not as straight forward. The juice displayed an increase in viscosity consistently
for the lower PME activity found in genetic line 253, however this same trend is
not present for recon samples at shear rates = 0.1 s-1, 1.0 s-1, and 10 s-1. Instead,
there appears to be an oscillating relationship between genetic line and viscosity,
alternating between decreasing and increasing viscosity as the PME activity
changes. However, considering the aforementioned difficulty in measuring the
viscosity of highly concentrated suspensions at low shear rates, it would seem
logical to look to the highest shear rate for more reliable information.
Acknowledging the relatively large standard error in the lower shear rates and the
lower standard error in the high shear rate further supports focusing on these
values to understand the actual trend found in the fruit. In doing so, it appears
that at shear rate = 100.0 s-1 the viscosity decreases successively from the
maximum viscosity of 212 samples to the minimum viscosity measured for OWT
samples. The genetic line with the lowest PME activity was shown to have the
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highest viscosity, further suggesting that the lowered activity of PME is favorable
for maintaining product consistency.
To investigate the effect that the concentration of solids might play on the
overall rheology of tomato products, two other types of reconstituted samples
were made: (1) tomato solids were reconstituted to 18% solids concentration by
weight with DDW, and (2) tomato solids were reconstituted to 18% solids
concentration by weight with the original tomato juice serum, as described in
Section 2.3.3. Both samples were vortexed and well mixed to ensure complete
reconstitution and re-dispersion of the tomato solids in the aqueous phase.
These samples will be referred to as “reconstituted equal” (RE) and
“reconstituted equal serum” (RES) for brevity, and their average viscosity values
and standard error are reported in Table.3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively.
The RE samples showed the similar trend in decreasing viscosity as the
recon samples as well as the juice samples, in that the viscosity was shown to
decrease in later stages of maturation (not shown). The difference in viscosity
was not as distinct in the RE samples as in the recon and juice samples,
suggesting that the concentration of the sample does also play a role in affecting
viscosity, as previously discussed and established in literature. The same is true
for the RES samples (not shown), indicating that not only does the serum not
contribute to the overall viscosity because of its own viscosity contribution but
also the serum does not appear to form any sort of synergistic relationship with
the tomato particles that would alter the consistency of the total sample.
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Table 3.5. Average viscosity of recon equal samples at selected shear rates.
212

η (Pa.s)
0.1
1.0
IMG
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
MG
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
Br
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
Br4
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
Br8
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
Br12
10.0
100.0

1707.1
242.6
15.0
0.07
2243.1
194.4
18.9
1.54
1019.9
77.6
5.36
0.16
357.5
25.7
1.19
0.11
465.5
39.0
1.59
0.11
373.7
29.4
2.56
0.10

253
SE
70.9
68.0
5.16
0.03
664.3
48.7
6.81
0.58
200.7
20.0
0.30
0.05
161.2
16.4
0.09
0.01
205.7
16.3
0.23
0.01
96.0
14.8
1.52
0.01

η (Pa.s)
2762.4
175.4
13.4
1.21
876.2
87.6
6.99
0.43
4494.6
362.0
19.0
1.46
141.1
7.80
1.11
0.12
703.9
54.8
5.36
0.88
213.5
23.1
2.25
0.08

SE
1109.5
63.8
5.11
0.64
118.6
9.61
1.04
0.18
433.0
31.7
3.45
0.65
20.5
0.63
0.08
0.01
565.1
44.0
4.09
0.80
94.8
10.8
1.04
0.02

264

η (Pa.s)
2360.8
630.2
63.0
2.00
319.3
18.8
2.27
0.22
376.1
40.3
3.08
0.29
83.9
9.14
1.09
0.10
102.8
11.6
1.63
0.16
1204.8
174.9
10.8
0.15

263
SE
610.4
213.2
16.7
1.18
49.8
1.65
0.36
0.10
80.9
11.1
1.58
0.09
4.80
0.62
0.13
0.01
10.5
0.94
0.63
0.09
765.8
114.8
4.37
0.03

η (Pa.s)
5394.0
382.3
39.5
4.46
643.2
37.3
2.65
0.06
2820.9
269.6
15.5
1.15
192.4
19.2
1.76
0.09
147.7
18.4
0.41
0.04
982.5
101.1
3.75
0.08

SE
2524.6
181.0
20.4
2.21
530.4
29.1
0.94
0.02
820.8
60.1
4.22
0.63
30.0
2.96
0.21
0.01
14.7
1.54
0.08
0.00
57.3
11.7
0.97
0.01

OWT

η (Pa.s)
1775.8
172.2
18.3
0.52
3657.8
334.3
10.9
0.65
1000.9
111.0
8.71
0.83
3339.7
147.9
12.5
0.35
1578.5
125.6
11.9
0.23
356.8
36.0
1.38
0.05

SE
388.9
33.6
2.92
0.10
1916.9
211.6
4.91
0.60
151.9
16.3
1.69
0.43
2539.3
81.6
1.43
0.13
494.9
7.68
4.69
0.02
224.0
20.2
0.39
0.00
78
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Table 3.6. Average viscosity of recon equal serum samples at selected shear rates.
212

η (Pa.s)
IMG

MG

Br

Br4

Br8

Br12

0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0

3328.8
228.3
17.1
0.51
2008.1
158.1
13.0
0.35
1593.5
213.3
6.97
0.28
163.5
14.6
1.32
0.06
96.6
9.13
0.93
0.07
737.2
49.8
4.43
0.40

SE
1580.2
102.0
7.56
0.46
92.5
24.9
2.00
0.24
646.9
110.7
4.43
0.18
45.5
4.94
0.56
0.00
8.74
0.64
0.06
0.01
410.5
21.4
2.14
0.30

253

η (Pa.s)
2884.1
272.7
25.2
1.15
513.5
36.1
1.58
0.04
2050.5
208.0
19.28
1.56
80.2
8.71
0.88
0.08
472.2
30.1
2.00
0.08
37.6
3.90
0.52
0.05

264
SE
954.5
126.9
16.8
1.11
53.1
3.69
0.20
0.01
353.3
27.4
3.53
0.60
16.9
1.61
0.44
0.01
226.3
14.0
0.56
0.01
4.4
0.3
0.04
0.00

η (Pa.s)
1242.8
95.7
3.81
0.29
2543.4
156.3
6.70
0.51
296.8
32.5
1.87
0.32
167.0
21.2
0.55
0.02
224.8
21.9
0.84
0.04
947.2
108.5
2.32
0.26

263
SE
228.8
16.1
0.67
0.13
661.6
41.11
2.17
0.19
67.3
6.01
0.69
0.12
8.83
0.96
0.06
0.01
15.3
4.16
0.22
0.00
32.6
7.58
0.62
0.09

η (Pa.s)
782.5
54.7
1.09
0.01
288.2
22.3
2.97
0.05
2982.6
255.2
7.90
0.23
174.0
22.4
1.75
0.13
478.4
41.3
1.14
0.03
608.5
44.8
1.20
0.10

OWT
SE
114.7
6.40
0.17
0.00
27.9
4.12
0.22
0.01
681.0
70.3
4.65
0.16
55.6
9.15
1.20
0.10
48.5
4.31
0.43
0.00
38.4
6.09
0.10
0.02

η (Pa.s)
1195.5
96.2
3.76
0.11
725.9
55.3
3.35
0.31
997.0
84.1
2.38
0.07
378.8
39.7
1.87
0.09
514.1
49.0
2.68
0.10
1524.2
119.5
3.51
0.15

SE
430.5
29.9
1.55
0.06
357.8
24.3
1.75
0.29
227.0
20.4
0.73
0.06
30.6
5.26
0.41
0.04
92.6
7.24
0.78
0.04
1384.6
104.0
2.96
0.13
79
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3.3

Chemical Properties of Tomato Pectin

3.3.1 GC Analysis of Tomato Sera
To characterize the chemical attributes of pectin found in the processed
tomato products, gas chromatography (GC) chromatograms were collected on
dialyzed tomato serum samples as outlined in Section 2.5. The sera were
analyzed as trimethylsilyl (TMS) methylglycoside derivatives and were compared
to standard curves for galacturonic acid (GalA), glucose, and glucuronic acid
(GlcA) to identify characteristic chromatogram peaks. TMS derivatives are
analyzed in their various ring forms, resulting in multiple characteristic peaks in
GC chromatograms. Once GC chromatograms were obtained, characteristic
peak areas were calculated, summed, and normalized based on the area of the
internal standard (inositol) peak (Table.3.2). One difficulty encountered during
this study was obtaining adequate amounts of sample for each genetic line and
maturity type. Any samples for which chromatograms were not obtained due to
insufficient amount of sample or lack of a distinct inositol peak are identified with
“—“ in Table 3.7. However, the samples that were able to be collected and
analyzed via GC were sufficient to be able to observe trends among the various
maturity stages of each genetic line.
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Table 3.7. Average areas for the summation of GalA characteristic FID response
peaks normalized by the area of the internal standard. GlcA and glucose
characteristic peaks were not visible and are not reported.
Maturity

212*

253*

264*

263*

OWT*

IMG

3.007

4.424

1.721

1.213

—

MG

—

2.228

1.969

1.808

—

Br

3.867

2.609

—

3.109

—

Br4

6.239

5.952

4.967

—

5.388

Br8

4.885

6.280

4.332

—

5.887

Br12

—

7.031

4.497

4.392

5.029

* Values shown are the summation of the areas under GalA characteristic peaks,
normalized by the area under the internal standard peak.
The GalA standard chromatogram (Appendix D) shows strong baseline
separation and the presence of the internal standard inositol, indicating a reliable
chromatogram. The six characteristic peaks for the presence of GalA are located
at the following times: 11.5, 11.9, 12.7, 12.8, 13.0, and 13.2, with the peak at
12.7 being much larger than the others. The GlcA standard chromatogram
(Appendix E) also shows good baseline separation, the presence of inositol, and
characteristic peaks at 11.4, 11.6, 13.0, and the largest at 13.1. The glucose
standard (not shown) shows the traditional glucose characteristic peaks of a
large peak located at 12.8 and a smaller peak at 12.9, however the presence of
inositol was not shown, and therefore previous glucose standard chromatograms
were used to diagnose the presence of glucose in this study.
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GalA was shown to be present in all genetic lines, indicating the
successful isolation of GalA residues from the fresh tomato samples (Fig.3.12).
Though this is believed to be attributed to the presence of pectin within the
sample, determining whether these GalA residues originate from free sugars or
pectin is left uncertain from GC analysis alone and was further investigated using
NMR spectroscopy, to be discussed in Section 3.3.2. The presence of GalA was
absent from all genetic lines for the IMG and MG maturities (Fig.3.13) but was
present for all genetic lines and maturities at breaker stage or later (Fig.3.12),
confirming the previous belief that pectin synthesis begins within the tomato fruit
near the breaker stage. The presence of GlcA or glucose were not detected in
any of the genetic lines or maturities, indicating either a low enough
concentration to be hidden by the baseline noise or the absence of each
constituent, therefore the characteristic peaks for GlcA and glucose were not
calculated. The absence of free glucose, which would be expected in the
immature and mature green fruits, could be attributed to successful dialysis of the
tomato sera. Further investigation of tomato sera which has not been dialyzed is
recommended for clarification of the presence of glucose in these fruits.
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Figure 3.12. GC chromatogram for 212.Br4 shows the six characteristic peaks of
GalA (11.5, 11.9, 12.7, 12.8, 13.0, 13.2), and the internal standard inositol (14.8),
labeled accordingly. This chromatogram is representative of the chromatograms
for all genetic lines and maturities BR, Br4,Br8, and Br12, excluding IMG and MG.
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Figure 3.13. GC chromatogram for 212.IMG with the GalA characteristic peaks
(11.5, 11.9, 12.7, 12.8, 13.0, 13.2) and inositol peak (14.8) labeled. Comparison
to chromatogram s for GalA shows that the relative heights and ratios of the
characteristic peaks differ greatly from the GalA standard curve, indicating that
GalA is either present in such low abundance as to be hidden by baseline noise
or is not present.
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Though the presence of GalA (pectin) was shown to begin in the breaker
stage and continue into later maturity stages, the relative abundance of pectin in
these stages was investigated by averaging the values of the characteristic peak
areas across all genetic lines for Br, Br4, Br8, and Br12 maturities (Fig.3.14).

6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
Peak Area

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
BR

BR4

BR8

BR12

Figure 3.14. Normalized average values for the area under the characteristic
peaks of GalA across all genetic lines for Br, Br4, Br8, and Br12 maturity stages.
Error bars display the standard error of the mean. GalA (pectin) was observed to
begin in Br stage and increase sharply in Br4 maturity, followed by a successive
decline in both Br8 and Br12.
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The abundance of GalA (pectin) was observed to be lowest in the Br stage
fruits, which is consistent with the previous studies that showed that pectin
synthesis begins near the breaker stage. There was a sharp increase in the
relative abundance of pectin in Br4 fruits followed by a gradual decline in Br8 and
continued decline in Br12 fruits. This may be indicative of the rate of pectin
production reaching its maximum value between Br and Br4 maturity stages.
However, it should be noted that the rate of pectin synthesis is in competition
with the rate of pectolytic enzyme production as well as pectin degradation by
these enzymes. It may be reasonable to believe that pectin production has
reached its maximum rate value between Br and Br4 while the rate of pectolytic
enzyme production lags behind in reaching its maximum value. Furthermore, it
would appear that the accumulation and activity of pectolytic enzymes becomes
greater than the rate and accumulation of pectin polymers near or after Br4 stage
fruits, resulting in the following decline of pectin abundance in Br8 and Br12 fruits.
These findings are consistent with that of previous work performed investigating
the anti-sense gene for PME in Rutgers tomato fruits, who showed a similar trend
in pectin abundance through various maturity stages38, 117, 118.

3.3.2 NMR Spectra of Tomato Sera
To further investigate the composition of tomato serum and identify the
origin of GalA residues, 1H NMR was performed on dialyzed serum with the
water exchanged for deuterium oxide (D2O) thrice before analysis, as outlined in
Section 2.4. For similar reasons described above, NMR experiments were
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conducted on a selection of genetic lines and maturities rather than all possible
sample types (Table 3.8). Samples were analyzed for all maturities of genetic
lines 212, 264, and OWT to investigate the effect of maturation, and all genetic
lines for MG and Br4 maturity stages were analyzed to investigate the effect of
changing degree of down-regulation of PME.
Table 3.8. Genetic lines and maturities for which 1H NMR spectra were collected.
Maturity

212

253

264

IMG

X

MG

X

Br

X

Br4

X

Br8

X

X

Br12

X

X

263

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

OWT

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Previous work investigating pectin with various degrees of methylation
using 1H NMR (D2O) identified the characteristic resonances for the specific
protons on the GalA backbone135. The protons for methylated and demethylated
GalA as well as α-D-galactopyranose (free galactose) were identified based on
their ring location and neighboring substitution groups (Fig.3.16 and Fig.3.17,
respectively).
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Figure 3.15. Schematic diagram of the GalA backbone of pectin, with protons
identified in the C-1, C-4, and C-5 positions, referred to as H-1, H-4, and H-5,
respectively. Parentheses are used to identify the substitution group on the
respective carbon. For example, “H-5 (COOMe)” is the proton at the C-5 position
where the carboxylmethyl group (COOMe) is also located. Used with permission
from Rosenbohm, 2003135

Figure 3.16. Schematic diagram of α-D-galactopyranose (galactose), with
protons identified in the C-4 and C-5 positions, referred to as H-4, and H-5,
respectively. Parentheses are used to identify the substitution group on the
respective carbon. For example, “H-4 (OH)” is the proton at the C-4 position
where the hydroxyl group (OH) is also located. The H-6 (OH) is not shown for
clarity.
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The NMR spectra resonances for various protons are used to identify the
presence or absence of free galactose sugar, methylated GalA, or demethylated
GalA. The DM is defined as the amount of methylester groups compared to the
total amount of carboxylic acid and methylester groups. Citrus pectin was
methylated to achieve pectins with DM of nearly 100%, and this fully methylated
pectin NMR spectra can be used as a standard to compare the DM of pectins
with unknown DM (Fig.3.18).

Figure 3.17. 1H NMR spectra for pectin with DM = 96%, used as a standard of
comparison to identify characteristic resonances of pectin structures. The protons
at the various carbon positions are labeled, with the identifying substitution
groups noted in parenthesis. Protons labeled with (COOMe) refers to methylated
GalA residues, (COO-) refers to demethylated GalA residues, and (OH) indicates
the presence of free galactose or also possibly reduced GalA. Used with
permission from Rosenbohm, 2003135.
The characteristic resonances for methylated GalA are δ=4.9 to δ=5.1 and
δ=4.5. Demethylated GalA has characteristic resonance peaks at δ=4.9 to δ=4.7
and also δ=4.5. Free galactose (or reduced GalA) has characteristic resonance
peaks located at δ=4.3, δ=4.1, and a large peak at δ=3.8. The resonance peaks
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at δ=3.9 to δ=4.0 are the protons on H-2 and H-3, common to both methylated
and demethylated GalA as well as galactose sugar.
The resonances at δ=5.1 are indicative of the H-1 for GalA and galactose,
as well as being indicative of H-5 for methylated GalA. The resonances for H-1
and H-5 (COOMe) are in fact distinctly separate; however, their proximity
prevents the individual peaks from being resolved. 212. MG does not display a
resonance peak at this location, suggesting the absence of serum pectin in
mature green fruits (Fig.3.19). This same resonance does show a peak for the Br
maturity and a larger peak at this resonance for Br4, potentially indicating an
increase in the abundance of methylated pectin in both samples. This is
consistent with the suggestion obtained from GC chromatogram analysis which
shows that GalA residues (pectin) are present in fruit beginning near the breaker
stage and increasing into later development stages. Bearing in mind that 212 is
the genetic line with the lowest PME activity, the presence of methylated pectin
which has not undergone demethylation by PME is supportive of the
effectiveness in down-regulation of PME activity in the fruit. Further, the
resonance at δ=4.6 is indicative of demethylated GalA residues, and this
resonance peak is absent in all three maturities, further supporting the notion that
the majority of pectin found in 212 fruits have not undergone demethylation by
PME.
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Figure 3.18. 1H NMR spectra for (a.) 212.Br4, (b.) 212.Br, and (c.) 212.MG,
centered at the water peak located at δ=4.76. The same characteristic
resonances are labeled on each graph for comparison.
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The resonance peak at δ=4.4 indicates the presence of the H-4 proton on
both methylated and demethylated GalA residues. This peak increases in
magnitude in the later maturity stages Br and BR4, further supporting the notion
that pectin is present in the sample and is synthesized after breaker stage. The
resonance at δ=4.1, which corresponds to the H-4 proton of galactose free sugar,
interestingly does not appear for both MG and Br maturity but is present in the
Br4 maturity. The reason for this is unclear but may be related to the release of
galactose sugars from the plant cell wall in later development stages due to the
activity of other native enzymes in tomato fruits. The same trend showing the
presence of pectin that begins after Br stage fruits is consistent among all genetic
lines (spectra not shown), including genetic line 263 (Fig.3.20).
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Figure 3.19. 1H NMR spectra for (a.) 263.Br12, (b.), 263.Br4, and (c.) 263.MG,
centered at the water peak at δ=4.76. The same characteristic resonances are
labeled on each graph for comparison.
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When comparing NMR spectra of 263 (100% PME activity) to 212 (12%
PME activity) (Fig.3.20 and Fig.3.19, respectively), both commonalities and
distinct differences can be seen. The same trend of resonances corresponding to
GalA residues first appearing in Br stage and increasing in later development
stages is apparent, again suggesting that pectin is present in fruits beginning at
breaker stage and increasing in abundance during ripening. In contrast to the
spectra for 212, 263 fruits exhibit a resonance peak at δ=4.6 that is indicative of
the presence of demethylated pectin. This is consistent with the understanding
that 263 fruits have roughly 100% PME activity and therefore the pectins have
undergone demethylation by PME. The resonance indicative of methylated pectin
is present in the Br4 and Br12 fruits, leading to the possible conclusion that some
amount of methylated pectin is still present in the native fruit. However, the
observed trend of increasing magnitude of the demethylated resonance peak
suggests that a large amount of pectin is indeed demethylated by PME. The
same resonance peaks for demethylated pectin are present in even larger
abundance for OWT.Br (spectra not shown), possibly suggesting that even
though genetic line 263 was measured to have 100% PME activity of the parental
wild type there may still be a residual effect on the PME activity of these
transgenic fruits compared to OWT Although these general trends are visible,
further investigation is needed to calculate the percentage of DM for the various
genetic lines and maturities.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate the rheological and chemical
properties of pectin derived from tomato fruits with an antisense gene for pectin
methylesterase (PME). Tomato fruits were collected at six different levels of
maturity ranging from immature green to twelve days past breaker stage for
tomato plants with varying amounts of PME activity. Tomato fruit samples were
collected fresh from a controlled greenhouse environment and processed using a
variety of methods to validate the processing techniques used in achieving fruit
juice samples. Rheological tests using a rotational rheometer were performed to
determine mechanical properties of various tomato suspensions, and chemical
analysis of tomato fruit pectin in serum was performed by gas chromatography
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Rheological measurements were
collected from tomato juice samples prepared using a combination of
microwaving or blanching heat treatments and different timing of freeze-thaw
cycles in the process procedure. These findings indicate that milling fruit fresh
from greenhouse collection and blanching contribute to the most consistent and
accurate portrayal of fresh, native fruit.
Shear rate sweep measurements collected for tomato juice and
reconstituted samples displayed pseudoplastic behavior of the fluid, while serum
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exhibited Newtonian behavior, and the results were used to compare the effect of
changing maturation stage and PME activity on the rheology of fruit samples.
Average viscosity values across all genetic lines and maturities were used to
compare the effect of changing maturity and to compare the effect of changing
PME activity on viscosity. These results for juice suggest that the continued
action of enzymatic degradation of plant cell walls and demethylation of pectin in
later stages of fruit ripening causes a noticeable loss in viscosity, and there may
be an indication that this enzymatic activity slows near breaker + 8 day old fruits,
yielding higher viscosity in breaker + 12 day old fruits. The results from
investigating the effect of varying PME activity in fruits indicate that the highest
viscosity is found in samples with reduced PME activity and therefore increased
degree of methylation (DM) of pectin. However, these results also suggest that
there exists an optimal level of PME activity between 13% - 21%, which results in
the highest viscosity of tomato products.
The rheological measurements for tomato sera were Newtonian and had
very low viscosity values, in contrast to whole juice which was pseudoplastic and
had much higher viscosity. This suggests that it is the tomato solid particles and
not the soluble constituents of the serum that are the primary contributor to
tomato product consistency and flow behavior. Sera were shown to increase in
viscosity in later stages of maturity, which suggests that the concentration of
solubilized pectin in tomato sera increases with maturity, possibly due to the
continued enzymatic activity in the native fruit which releases pectin from the cell
wall matrix. Serum viscosity was also shown to decrease with increasing PME
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activity. Increasing PME activity would lead to a decreased DM of pectin,
therefore these results may suggest that higher DM of pectin is favorable for use
in increasing the viscosity of tomato products.
Tomato solids were reconstituted with water in equal solids concentration
as the original juice (“recon”), water in 18% solids concentration (“recon equal”),
and serum in 18% solids concentration (“recon equal serum”). All reconstituted
samples exhibited pseudoplasticity, further supporting the notion that it is only the
pulp solids that contribute to consistency and flow behavior. Recon samples were
shown to decrease in viscosity with increasing maturity, similarly to juice.
Viscosity was also observed to decrease with increasing PME activity, further
suggesting that lowered PME activity is desirable for maintaining tomato product
consistency.
Tomato solids samples were reconstituted with either water or serum to an
equal solids concentration, known as “recon equal” (RE) and “recon equal serum”
(RES) respectively. Both samples displayed the same trend in pseudoplasticity
as the whole tomato juice, and the RE samples were also shown to decrease in
viscosity in later stages of maturity. However, the differences in viscosity
between various maturity stages was not as distinct as those shown in juice,
indicating that the concentration of the tomato solids may also play a role in
overall product consistency. The same trends were observed for RES samples,
indicating that the individual contribution of the viscosity of serum to the overall
product consistency is negligible, and there does not appear to be any
synergistic relationship between serum and the tomato solids.
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Tomato sera were analyzed via gas chromatography, and it was observed
that galacturonic acid residues were present in all genetic lines, suggesting the
presence of pectin within the serum. The presence of galacturonic acid was
absent from both the immature and mature green development stages, further
supporting the notion that soluble pectin synthesis and accumulation of serum
pectin in tomato fruits begins to occur near the breaker stage. The abundance of
pectin was observed to begin in breaker stage fruit, increase to a maximum value
in breaker + 4 day stage fruit, and then successively decreases in breaker + 8
and breaker +12 day old fruit. This may be caused by an increase in the rate of
production of pectin occurring shortly after breaker stage fruit, or this may also be
caused by a delay in the production of pectolytic enzymes in the tomato fruit.
1D proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were used to identify the
origin of the galacturonic acid residues detected by GC. NMR results further
supported the previous suggestion that serum pectin begins to occur in
abundance in breaker stage and increases in later stages of maturation.
Furthermore, samples from transgenic fruits containing 12% PME activity of the
parental wild type showed an increase in the presence of methylated pectin,
suggesting the effectiveness of the down-regulation of PME activity in
maintaining higher DM of pectin. Samples from fruits containing nearly 100%
PME activity of the parental wild type showed an increasing abundance of
demethylated pectin present in the sample, further supporting the effectiveness
of down-regulation of PME in altering the DM of pectins present in the fruit.
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Recommendations for future work include further investigation of the DM
and chemistry of pectin present in transgenic tomato sera through the use of
integrating NMR resonance peaks135, titration136, high performance anion
exchange chromatography137, or electrophoresis138. Future work studying the
effect of PME activity on the chemistry and processing of transgenic tomatoes
should also include PME assay for each fruit collection sample to identify the
precise PME activity level of each sample. It is recommended that tomato fruits
are collected beginning at breaker stage and every day after up to two weeks
post-breaker stage to more closely investigate the effect of maturation on pectin
chemical and physical attributes. Furthermore, the pectin samples in this study
were extracted from the tomato sera, and it is recommended that future studies
perform characterization of pectin extracted from the solid tomato particles as
well. The findings from this study will be useful in understanding the effect of
genetically altering PME activity on the chemistry of pectin as well as its effect on
processing properties of tomato products.

4.1

Practical Applications for Industrial Tomato Processing

The work performed in this study provides insight into the efficient and
successful processing of transgenic tomatoes with PME activity down-regulated.
The optimal PME activity for maintaining the highest viscosity was determined to
be between 11% - 21%, therefore it would be of great interest for tomato
producers to source processing tomatoes with a PME activity in this range,
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though further study is necessary to determine the exact optimal PME activity.
Fruits collected at breaker and breaker+4 days were shown to yield the highest
viscosity products. However, other quality aspects of these fruits such as color,
flavor, sugar composition, and moisture content of these fruits should be
considered to achieve the most optimal products. The preparation of tomato juice
from fresh fruits with lowered PME activity in vivo was shown to yield high
viscosity values even without the use of a breaking stage and could prove
beneficial in cost savings and environmental sustainability measures for industrial
processors. Pectin with a higher degree of methylation derived from tomato fruits
with lowered PME activity was shown to provide the highest overall viscosity in
freshly prepared products, though further investigation is necessary to identify
the precise degree of methylation of these fruits in determining their viability as
an alternative functional ingredient source. Lastly, the tomato processing industry
would be well served by increased efforts to increase the education and
acceptance of consumers towards genetically-modified ingredients and products.
Until consumers and federal legislation are in agreement towards the benefits of
genetically-modified ingredients these technologies and results will fail to be fully
realized.
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Appendix A. Preparation of Trimethylsilyl (TMS) Methylglycoside
1. Prepare 3 mg of sample (or standard) with 1 mg of Inositol (Internal standard)
2. Add 450 µL of 1M Methanolic HCL. Heat in sealed Teflon-lined screw-capped
test tube at 80 ºC for 16 hours (overnight). Check tubes after first 10 minutes to
ensure caps are tightly sealed.
3. Evaporate methanolic HCL at 40 ºC with stream of N2 gas. Add 250 µL of
methanol and dry again with N2. Repeat once more.
4. Add 200 µL of Tri-Sil reagent with GC syringe, seal tubes tightly, and heat at
80 ºC for 20 min.
5. Cool sample, open tube and evaporate reagent with N2 gas until initially dry,
careful not to overdry sample.
7. Add 1mL hexane, vortex and filter into clean tube. Wash filter to collect sample.
Evaporate hexane with N2 gas.
8. Re-dissolve sample in 1 mL hexane for analysis to be performed immediately.
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Appendix B. Preparation of 1 M Methanolic-HCL
1. Prepare a three-necked flask cooled in an ice bath with constant stirring with
an inlet and outlet stream for N2 gas underneath an exhaust hood.
2. To 20 mL of anhydrous methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Co., St. Louis, MO) in the
three-necked flask, add 2.8 mL of acetyl chloride (Grace Davison Discovery
Sciences, Deerfield, IL) dropwise while stirring.
3. After approximately 5 minutes, transfer the reagent to screw-capped tubes and
store them at -20 ºC over a dessicant.
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Appendix C. Derivation of ReconstiutIon Equation
Total Mass of Serum = X (g)
Mass of Serum/Tube =

(g)

Initial Mass of Juice/Tube= 11 (g)
Mass of Solids/Tube = Initial Mass of Juice per Tube
= 11

Mass of Serum per Tube

(g)

Solids Concentration =
, where y


Solving for y 

50.11

1.52 ∗

liquid portion
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Appendix D. GC Standard chromatogram, Galacturonic Acid

Figure D.1. GC chromatogram for galacturonic acid standard, with characteristic
peaks labeled and internal standard inositol visible at 14.883.
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Appendix E. GC Standard chromatogram, Glucuronic Acid

Figure E.2. GC chromatogram for glucuronic acid standard, with characteristic
peaks labeled and internal standard inositol visible at 14.883
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